Alcohol policy, contra IA WIN FOR WOMEN'S SOCCER
club on first SGA agenda
By SARAH LYON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Representatives at the Student Government Association
(SGA) meeting Sunday, September 12 were curious to learn
about the implementation of the
new hard alcohol policy and its
effect on students thus far. Vice
President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students James
Terhune invited students to raise
a variety of concerns during the
meeting, yet the ban and its aftermath remained the focus of
discussion throughout the night.
Terhune reported that the College sent eight students to the hospital this past Loudness weekend
and that six or seven hospitalizations were specifically related to
alcohol consumption. "I'm not
surprised that we've seen what we
saw this weekend," Terhune said,
stating that eight students were
hospitalized during the same
weekend last fall.
However, Terhune reminded
students that "every documented
hospitalization we've had since
we've been keeping track is related to hard alcohol," and it is
important for students who
choose to drink to avoid the rapid
consumption of hard alcohol in
order to stay safe. "We're not

talking about peop le having a
couple too many drinks, we're
talking about people drinking to
the point that their life is at
risk," he said.
Overall, the implementation of
the ban should encourage students to say "' .. .we're not going
to drink this way, we're not
going to let our friends drink this
way,*" Terhune said.
The SGA also passed several
other motions, including one to
grant the Colby Contra Dance group
official club status on campus.
However, the evening did not
run without hitches, as representatives experienced some difficulty
following the standard voting procedures under the direction of the
new leadership.
Toward the end of the meeting,
representatives raised other ideas
and concerns that they had brainstormed over the summer or
touched upon last spring. Junior
Class President Laura Maloney ' 12
discussed introducinga Redboxmachine or other form of video rental
service in Pulver, an idea which Associate Dean of Students and Director Campus Life Jed Wartmanmet
with enthusiasm. "If there's a demand, absolutely," he said.
Piper Dorm President Andy
See SGA, Page 3
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Emily Moos '12 help s pull her team to a 1-0 victory on Tuesday. September 14 at an afternoon home game against the University of New
England, the second game of the season. The Mules tied Trinity College in theirfirst game this past weekend. Seefull story on Page 14.
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By KELSEY CONROY
NEWS STAFF

Jed Wartmantook oyer as AssociateBean of Student! aad
the Directorof CamposLife thispost ray, replacing Kelly
Wharton. He earnedhis Bachelor'sdegree rromBowdoinCollege in 2001 and his NfeiWs in educationfromHarvard University. Before comingto Colby. Wartman workedas the '
Assistant
Director ofResidential
lift at Bowdoin, theDirector
of Residential
Liteat WheetockCollegeandthe Assistant
Dean
of StudentActivitiesandLeadershi
p at the MassachusettsInstituteof TechnologyBe got his start oh a careerin highereducationcamrnisWe v*enhejouied the residentiallife staff at
Bowdoinafter corningto grips with the tact that he was, as he ,
put it, "too slowaadnottalensodenough"topursoe
his athletic
dreams any furthetKesaidhe wasattractedto Colby because
of the "sharp,curiooaisd
oagagedstudents
"sadbecausehe
thought it was "big enough wherethere's a lot going on, but
small enough whereyoncan actually make dungs happen...it
' really ftcls like the right fit [for me] in a lot cfwaVB "
Turn to Page 2 for the full interview by Editor-in-Chief
^pfehael Bropfay.

Although students often spend
$1,000 or more on textbooks
each year, an increasing number
of websites dedicated to finding
the lowest prices on materials
allow students to start searching
for the best deals before they arrive on campus.
In response to the inflation of
textbook prices over the past 20
years, a new federal rule enacted in July states that publishers cannot bundle textbooks
and workbooks, or other materials , without selling them separately. Additionally, colleges
are now required to list assigned books during registration so that students will have
access to the cost of materials
before deciding whether to

enroll in a course.
While picking up materials at
the
campus
bookstore al£ lows students to
isee the quality
of the used
books firsthand,
pay in cash and
avoid shipping
costs, students
can often find
less expensive
alternatives on
sites like Amazon.com, CampusBooks.com,
Bookflnder.com
or Half.com.
Discount
book options are many and varied, however. A comparativeshopping site, Bigwords.com, has
an iPhone app to allow users to

search online for the best prices
on used books. While most students
would
rather buy used
than new, websites may not always be reliable
and often require students
to wait a few
weeks for the
books to arrive.
Another option for textbooks—one that
is quickly gaining popularity—
is renting. A few
online sites offer
the option of
renting, in intervals of weeks or
months, for approximately half of
the full purchase price. Chegg.com
sends books in good condition,

A new federal
rule enacted in
July states that
publishers cannot
bundle textbooks
and workbooks,
or other materials,
without selling
them separately.

shipping prices start at $3.99 and
free return shipping. The site also
extends a 30-day "any reason"
guarantee policy to its customers,
so students are not penalized if
they end up changing courses.
Bookrenter.com and CampusBookRentaIs.com, while not as
well-known as Chegg, offer free
shipping both ways.
When selling back used books
to the bookstore at the end of the
year, students often receive only a
fraction of the cash they paid in
September. However, students can
get more money back by either
bargaining with other students, or
selling back online.
Another popular method to
save money is buying used textbooks from students on the Hill
who advertise in the General AnSee TEXTBOOKS, Page 2

Finances,diversitythemesof address THIS WEEK'S ECHO!

by introducing herself and Athul
Ravunniarath Ml , vice president
of the SGA, to those in attendance.
She reminded the community of
The annual State of the College
their campaign platform. "We
address drew about 40 community
think Colby is a wonderful, wonderful place, but.. .not
everyone feels safe, welcome or comfortable here."
Their goal this year, she
said, is to address this unsafe atmosphere and develop a "cosmopolitan"
outlook of the student body.
Thus, finalizing a third gender option on campus forms
and beginning conversations on social class on the
Hill are priorities for the
pair .this year.
Ravunniarath urged the
student body to "hold us accountable... offer us criticism," and to utilize the
channels of communication
that the SGA has to offer.
NICK lODICt/TrlE COIBV ECHO
President William D.
Adams addressed a gathering of over 40 community members at the annual
Adams picked up the
State of the College talk on Tuesday, September 14 in Page Commons.
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
NEWS EDITOR

members to Page Commons on
the evening of Tuesday, September 14.
Leslie Hutchings '11, president
of the Student Government Association (SGA). began the evening

theme of diversity from Hutchings arid Ravunniarath at the start
of his address. The Class of 2014
"is the most diverse class we've
recruited in Colby's history," he
said; 24 percent of the class
comes from traditionally underrepresented groups. Therefore,
Adams enumerated four actions
that "are required of all of us" in
order to make this year successful
and create a safe, welcoming atmosphere at the College: awareness, interest, listening and
civility between all members of
the community.
Adams spent much of the
evening addressing the College's
financial situation, which he described as "on the mend" from the
recent financial crisis. Although
progress is slower than he would
like, the endowment is starting to
grow again after a 24 5 percent
loss in the 2009 fiscal year. He
discussed the successes of the
See ADDRESS, Page 2

Q&A with CampusLife Director
By MICHAEL BROPHY

A larger challenge for Colby is
thinking about how we define
community... .Community is a
slippery term in terms of what is
our definition of it and do we share
a definition of it, and what does it
mean to be a member of that community? My sense is that Colby is
wrestling with that as a larger
place. I' m sure [if we asked the
whole community] we would find
a variety of definitions.

My hope is that my role in the
Colby community will be in
some ways that of a connector....! do think of Campus Life
as sort of this hub where, as ideas
and hopes beg in to form in the
minds of students, faculty, staff,
whoever, if they 're nol quite sure
where to go with it or how to get
some traction on it , that this is a
p lace that they 'll come and share
the idea.
And then we can think together about who else mi ght be
excited about that idea and where
partners might be, or what the
needs for pushing that idea forward are and how we might go
about it so that we can strategize
together. Or even just slowing
down and saying 'well why does
that idea matter, is that really the
idea that you 're after?' I hope that
I can help students clarify their
idea of what they want to do and
then connect them to the resources in the community to
make it feasible and possible.
What changes would you like
to see in campus life and what
are some of your biggest goals
moving forward?
One change is that I want students, all students, to feel like campus life is a p lace that they can
come. My sense is that in today 's
terms, that is not the case. ...Another change from a programmatic
perspective in terms of what we
offer is that there 's really a lot of
growth opportunity in leadership
development. I' m excited about
really thinking about what leader-
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Jed Wartman joined
the College community thissummeras the newDirector
of Campus Lif e .Wartman is no
stranger to Maine, as he graduatedf r o mBowdoin College in 2001 with degreesin Spanish andpsychology.
ship development is at Colby....I
think Colby practices leadership a
lot in the context of student organizations [like] Student Government or the Outing Club; but I'm
not convince that it develops leadership intentionally. And I think
those are two separate things. I'd
like to explore the opportunity to
develop leadership, whether that's
through programs, trainings, retreat, whatever. But I think there's
some space there to grow.
What are some of the positives you see in Campus Life or
Colby life in general with which
you 'd like to help keep momentum and foster further growth?
I think there are lots of positives. Upon arrival, I sort of had
this influx of people sharing ideas
with me of things that they wanted
to do, and so 1 think there is a lot
of energy on campus which 1 think
is awesome....From a programmatic perspective, I don 't really
know what we should hold on to
and what we shouldn't; it won't be
my decision.
I'll be eager for students to help
me think about what are the trademark components of the Colby experience and community that need
to be preserved, and why do they
need to be preserved....For anybody that's coming in to share
something, pretty quickly that 's
where I go: 'why is this important
to you, why does it matter to
Colby? What's the outcome that is
relevant?' As long as people can
give me a sense of that "why," then

I think we've got some traction. .. .The same goes for the work
that we do [in campus life] as far
as what should continue—why
does that work matter? If we know
why it matters then we should absolutely keep doing it. If we don 't
know why it matters, then we
should reassess.

get all the parties around the table
so that those perspectives can be
explained directly.

There has been a lot of work
and conversation among administrators, students and faculty about changing Colby 's
culture through programs like
Colby 360 or the Campus Culture Working Group and this
year the hard alcohol ban went
into effect with the goal of altering the drinking culture on
campus. How do you think that
Campus Life can better lead
change toward the type of culture that the entire Colby community can agree is something
that we want?

When I came into Bowdoin it
had already been banned, so that
was sort of all I knew in my college
experience. I think that [at Bowdoin], similar to Colby, the ban
came about not so much directly
from hard alcohol being a problem
but the behaviors associated with it
being a concern. That continues to
be a challenge for the Bowdoin
community...they're still wrestling
with the presence of the alcohol on
campus, and again it's less the presence but the behavior and risk associated with it...
[At Colby], we are going to
have to continue to evaluate
what 's happening on the
ground. Are students safe? Are
we making good decisions? Are
they getting the support they
need to get?...My hope is that
the conversation can be in the
context of "what is the community value and how does alcohol p lay a role in those
community values."

I think that we [in Campus Life]
are uniquely positioned in that we
have a lot of interface with students, as well as with the senior
administration team. So I think
that we have a unique opportunity
to play a role in the communication. I've often said and believed
that agreement does not always
happen, but understanding should
always happen. So if we don 't
agree we should at least know why
we don 't agree and why the other
person arrived where they arrived....Campus Life may be in a
position to help explain or articulate the different perspectives or

Adams addresses school
From ADDRESS, Page 1

"Reaching the World" campaign
in detail (see '"Reaching the
World' campaign surpasses goal
by 56 million " on page 2 for
more). In particular, Adams noted
the academic benefits—the creation and funding of the Goldfarb
Center for Public Affairs and
Civic Engagement—the addition

news briefs

"Reaching the World" campaign
surpasses goal by $6 million

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

What do you see as the biggest
challenge the College is facing
today, and what do you think is
your role in overcoming this
challenge as the Director of
Campus Life?

How would you define your
role in the Colby community as
Director of Campus Life?

echo

of several new buildings, including the Diamond Building and
Pulver Pavilion, and especially,
the "enormous expansion of financial aid" by $50 million, and
its benefit to the student body.
On another note, the College
has reached an agreement with the
State of Maine and the Town of
Waterville to repave Campus
Drive, the road that runs in front of
the Harold Alfond Athletic Center.

Though the road still belongs to
the state, the College has developed a funding scheme to help finance the fundamental rebuilding
of the drive. Construction is slated
to begin in June and will continue
into the first months of the 201112 school year.
Students were invited to bring
up their own questions and concerns in an open forum at the end
of the event.

Can you explain your view
on Colby 's new hard alcohol
ban , especially in light of
your experience as a student
at Bowdoin?

November 13, Colby Bowdoin football game, who have
you got?

In order to raise money to support financial aid programs,
improve campus facilities and enhance the academic experience on the Hill , President William D. Adams launched
"Reaching the World: A Campaign for Colby" in 2005. Now,
just five years later, the College has received a total of $376
million in donations and pledges, exceeding its original goal
by $6 million.
Adams announced the campaign's success this past summer
in an email to the College community, stating that "each gift
was an expression of support for the College and for our students, and we are grateful to all 25 ,000-plus members of the
Colby community—alumni, parents, faculty, staff, and friends
of the College—who participated in this effort."
Since the start of the campaign, the College's endowment
has grown by nearly $50 million , with financial aid grants
awarded to 40 percent of students.
Other contributors include Peter and Paula Lunder, philanthropists with strong ties to the College. The Lunders donated
work created by prominent artists such as Edward Hopper and
Georgia O'Keefe to the College. The art will be displayed in a
26,000 square-foot gallery space to be completed in 2013 , that
is made possible by gifts from the Harold Alfond Foundation.
This space is to be completed in 2015.
Additionally, Harold Alfond, who died in 2007 , was a
major contributor to the College for many years. His wife,
Dorothy Levine Alfond, graduated from the College in 1938,
and their son Bill followed suit, graduating in 1972. Bill remains on the board of trustees, and their other son Ted works
on the Museum of Art Board of Governors. His daughter,
Jenna Alfond Seeman *92 , still is connected to the College.
— Carly Rushford '13 , News Staff

Diamond '73 to be Barclays CEO
London-based financial services firm Barclays Capital promoted Robert E. Diamond Jr. '73 to Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) of Barclays Cap ital Tuesday, September 7. Diamond,
currently the bank's president, is set to succeed the former
CEO John Varley. Diamond has served as the chairman of the
board of trustees since the spring of 2009.
Diamond, who will be the first American CEO of the company, has been instrumental in establishing Barclays as an international force in banking for over a decade. "When I joined
Barclays in 1996, 85 percent of the business was drawn from
the UK. Today, [it is] less than a third. Barclays has become
one of the premier global universal banks , serving our customers and clients in over 60 countries," Diamond wrote in an
e-mail interview with the Echo.
Recently, Diamond played a crucial role in Barclays ' acquisition of Lehman Brothers in 2008 following the firm 's
bankruptcy. This procurement helped Barclays to successfully
weather the recent financial storm. "During the market turmoil of the last few years, we are one of a handful of banks
[with] no government money, and was profitable in every reporting period ," Diamond wrote.
Barclays has held a long tradition of successful banking
practices f or over 300 years. Diamond remains aware of this
illustrious heritage as he leads the firm into the future. "I am
honored to have been asked by the Board to lead an institution...that [first] opened its doors to customers to make deposits in 1690. The history, the tradition , the strength of the
institution is remarkable," he wrote.
— Luke Bowe '13 , News Staff

Hey, I'm in the Colby community now.

Booksto re now o ff e rs book rentals
From TEXTBOOKS, Page 1
nouncements. Look for e-mails at
the beginning and end of each semester, as several students are
willing to sell their used materials
for less than the bookstore sticker
price, as sell-back prices are often
significantly lower than the market prices in the bookstore.
However, the bookstore has introduced a new dollar-saving offer
this year. Students are able to rent

books for sometimes 50 to 60 dollars less than purchasingthe book itself. The only caveat is that students
must return the book on the last day
of the semester, or the bookstore
will charge late fees. "Textbook
rentals offer people a large benefit
as long as students comply with the
return date," bookstore employee
Dash Wasserman ' 12 said.
Ecampus.com lets users sell
their textbooks online. Most
big-name online used booksellers , such as Amazon.com

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

and Half.com , also have opportunities to sell used books.
Those looking to donate money
to a good cause can sell or donate their books to BetterWorldBooks.com, which raises
money for literacy initiatives.
Students willing to do a little
extra online research before
heading straight to the bookstore might just find themselves
with all of the assigned materials and a nice chunk of change
still in their pockets.

New Alcohol Policy

a Ihe
r College Affairs CommitThe new alcoholpolicyandhardalcoholbanwand e v d o p e d m^t h » c oofuOrKx2009-10a c a d a H l c y eby
tee (CAC) and theStudentGovernmentAssociation
(SGA). h Is beingimplementedf o r thef i r s time
t
this semester.Thefollowingis the alcohol p o l i cas
y it appearson the Collegeswebsite:
The UK, possession and sale of alcohol on campus and at College functionsmost comply with state and local laws and ordinances and
Colby's Alcohol Policy. Studentswho violate laws and policiesregardingalcohol aresubject to disciplinaryaction up to and including suspensionand expulsion and referral for prosecution.
Studentswho are 21 yearsof age or olderare permittedto possess
andconsumebeer and wine on campusin residencehalls and as part of
approvedevents(see"Parry Registration"on the College's websitefor details).
Theprovision
anduse of hardalcohol (alcpholcoatettinomflsWM ^
cateredevents.Individualstudentsanil srnnVntgroupsareprohgHttd
fromprivatelyy o m ulna,
t
servingand usinghardalcohol on campus.
Recklessprovisionof alcohol(i.e. provisionof alcoholthat leadsto hospitalizationfor intoxicationoralcohol-related injury) on or off campusby Colby students is prohibited.
In an effort to help studentsunderstandCollege policy andto dnKourapalcdholHelatedviolations the College Affairs Cominittee, Student
GovernmentAssociation, and Office of the Dean of Students developedthe following Alcohol Policy Enforcement Charts (APECs) that list
the most common violationsof alcohol rules and the sanctionsthat accompanythem:
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Holland 72 found 21
years after his death

Alum died in ice climbing accident
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

Two bikers in the Canadian
Rockies discovered the remains of
William Holland '72 on August 15,
more than 21 years after his death.
Holland was presumed dead in
April 1989 following an ice climbing accident in Jasper National Park
in Alberta, when a cornice beneath
him collapsed and he fell over
1,000 feet after summiting Snow
Dome, an 11,339-foot mountain.
The day hikers were attracted to
the body by Holland's yellow
jacket, which was visible at the
base of Dome Glacier. Despite
having moved over half a mile
from the original site of his fall,
Holland was still clad in his jacket,
red pack and purple snow boots.
Following the recovery of the
body by a helicopter crew, the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
notified Holland's family after
using dental records to confirm the
identification of the body.
"It 's been so long. It 's a phone
call you never expect to receive
after the first couple of years," his

daughter, Laurel Holland , said in
an interview with the Portland
PressHerald.
Holland, originally
from
Delaware, attended both Western
Washington State College and
Boston University following his
graduation from the College. He
then returned to Maine to work as
a senior geologist for Robert G.
Gerber Inc. of Freeport.
Climbing became a way for
Holland to escape day-to-day life.
His accomplishments included an
ascent of Mount McKinley in
Alaska, North America's highest
peak, and he was also planning an
expedition to Nepal to climb Ama
Dablam in the Himalayas at the
time of his death.
"It was an incredible high for
him to be able to achieve something so awesome," Laurel Holland said. "It was like he was
talking to God in some ways."
Holland' s daughter plans to
spread his ashes next summer, possibly in the Canadian Rockies.
"That was probabl y where he
was happiest. It would be fitting,"
she said.
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Note: The sanctionsdetailedin the APECs apply only to alcohol policy violations. Students who are found responsible for other violations
of Collegepolicy concurrentto alcohol policy violations may be subject to additional sanctions. All disciplinary infractionsare considered on
a caseby case basis and relevant mitigating or aggravatingfactors shall be considered in the determination of sanctions.
•In additionto the disciplinarysanction of Warningor DisciplinaryProbation, aU students who are foumi responsible for a second Offense "Beer and
Wine"violation shall be requiredto meetwith the College's substanceabuseeducattir.
••"Hard Alcohol Probation" applies only to offensesinvolvinghard alcohol. "Beer and Wine" violations by students on HardAlcohol Probationshall be treatedas second, third or fourthOffense "Beer and Wine"violations as determinedby the total number of alcohol violations
by thatindividual student In additionto the disciplinarysanction of HardAlcoholProbation, all students who are found responsible for a first
Offense Possession/ConsumptionHardAlcohol violation shall be requiredto meet with die College's substance abuse educator.
'"Documented medical circumstancesmaybe taken into considerationin determiningdisciplinaryconsequencesfor hard alcohol consumption.
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The Colby Muslim Club hosted a dinner on September 10 to celebrate the end of Ramadan and Kid with catered Indian cuisine.

Onlinesurveypilotunderway SGA holds first meeting

came up with for this one year trial velop over the course of a few years.
While satisfaction with the elecis 'we are trying to go online,'"
Welch said. 'The questions are the tronic format is not unanimous, the
Last spring, the College same. The wording is the Committee is pleased with last seswitched from paper to electronic same.. .everything is supposed to be mester's evaluations faculty responded positively to the change.
course evaluations as part of a one- the same, except now it's online."
While the Committeemight have With the paper forms, processing
year pilot program. As the trial period continues, the Faculty Course considered other changes to the the evaluations took nearly two
Evaluation Committee is charged form beforehand, it is currently "just months. However, professors rewith assessing the success of the trying to mimic what happened on ceive feedback at a much faster
the paper so that it is not a totally rate through the use of the online
online form.
George Welch, associate pro- different experience," Welch said. forms. "The faculty really liked the
fessor of mathematics and statis- "The facultyreally felt like we did- fact that they could get their evaltics, was elected chair of the n't want to change too many things uations sooner because if they're
going to make adjustments for the
Committee this past Thursday, at once," Donihue said.
While the Committee is respon- course over the summer, they need
September 10. The Committee
consists of four voting faculty sible for devising and implement- that information," Donihue said.
The Committee hoped that the
members including Welch, one ing changes to the evaluation
non-voting faculty statistician and, process, it cannot proceed with any switch to electronic evaluations
measure without a favorable vote would not only produce faster rethree non-voting administrators.
The non-voting administrators from the rest of the faculty. The sponse times, but also prompt stuparticipate as advisors to the Com- electronic pilot program was orig- dents to write longer comments.
mittee, bringing their knowledge inally voted in with 55 yeas to 13 "We expected a lot more narrative
because it was electronic and peoof administrative inner-workings nays at a faculty meeting.
to the table. The three members
While the full extent of the re- ple could type," Donihue said.
"The online form is better beare Associate Vice President for sults of last spring's online evaluAcademic Affairs and Associate ations has yet to be tabulated—the cause it is much easier for students
Dean of Faculty Michael Committee, which assesses the to write comments and to write
Donihue, Director of Institutional data, does not meet over the sum- more when they do write them.
Research William Wilson and Di- mer—the Committee is proud of Hearing what students have to say
rector of Information Technology an 87 percent response rate, "The is obviously the important part of
Services Raymond Phillips.
seniors, who are sort of on their the process," visiting Assistant
The faculty and administrative way out the door, had a fairly Professor of Philosophy Keith Pemembers of the Committee work lower response rate than the rest of terson wrote in an email.
The written comments on the
together to continually reassess the the group," Donihue said.
form and devise possible changes
However, the Committee is look- evaluations are not only imporand improvements. "The Commit- ing into ways to increase incentives tant for professors' self-imtee is charged with evaluating the for senior participation now that the provement , but can also help
form in all kinds of different ways, evaluations are not completed during determine faculty promotions and
and so we are always looking at the class time.The hope is that if theelec- tenure. "The department chair
form...we're always looking to tronic evaluations are voted in per- reads every one of their evaluathink 'is the form serving its pur- manently, "it will become part of the tions every semester about everypose?' and 'does it need changes or cultureand probablyseniorswilljust body in their department and will
naturally participate," Donihue said mentor faculty based on what
even replacement?'" Welch said.
The electronic pilot is the Com- This sort of induction into College they 're reading," Donihue said.
mittee's focus right now. "What we culture, however, would have to de- The agree/disagree bubbles doesBy LAUREN FIORELLI
NEWS STAFF

Dean Terhune and Dean Wartman were in attendance
FromSGA, Page 1
Estrada * 12 noted that some of his
residents planned to paintthe walls
in their rooms, which garnered discussion among representatives regarding how Physical Plant
Department (PPD) plans to respond to this policy.

However, "PPD's perspective
on this is [that] the policy is one
cannot paint their room ," given
the "concern that the walls start
to get thicker over the years
with each coat of paint , which
could raise "structural challenges," Wartman said.
On a similar note, Junior
Class President Tracey Tomlin-

son '12 is trying to expand
PPD's "strict color palette" to
brighten up common rooms
around campus. She and other
students are "trying to decorate
more dorms over JanPlan and
the beginning of next semester,"
and have already placed artwork
in the Woodman and Drummond
common rooms.

The SGA Executive Board posed for a p hoto opportunity on Miller lawn.
n't tell them enough.
"I think there a number of students that don 't necessarily take
[evaluations] all that seriously,"
Welch said. The evaluations are
given much more weight than many
students realize. "You have to be
very good to get tenured at Colby,
and very good is measured by

course evaluations," Donihue said.
"We would like students to understand that the College does take
seriously what happens on these
forms," Welch said. "We want students to take their time, and think
about what they 're saying."
As the Committee is always
looking for ways to improve the
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form, they invite student-feedback concerning any aspect of the
evaluations. If students have any
serious thoughts or suggestions,
they are welcome to direct an
email
to
evalcommittee@colby.edu. "Student op inion
about the process matters ,"
Donihue said.

First-yearsmake their mark before life on the Hill
Ty Steinhauser and Grace O'Connor share unique experiences that set them apart f rom their peers

COURTESY Of TY STEINHAUSER

Ty Steinhauser '14 spent his time before coming to the Hill helping his parents as a production
assistant on the sets of their advertisements, meeting many interesting people along the way.

By LINDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

Every fall ?. fresh group of
first-year students arrive on the
Hill , eager not only to begin
their college experience but also
to start making their mark on the
world. While each student
brings a unique back ground to
the academic body, there are
two members of the class of
2014 who have already had distinctive experiences that set
them apart from their peers. Ty
Steinhauser '14 and Grace
O'Connor 4 14 come to the
College with impressive backgrounds that display what the
newest class on campus has
already been able to accomplish.
Steinhauser, a native of New
York City, has parents who
work in the advertising industry.
As a result , he 's accrued extensive experiences in the business
himself. He 's had the opportunity to work as a production assistant on several of his parents
shoots, with his most notable
job taking place last November
in South Africa.

While many students on the
Hill might watch Man vs. Wild
from the comfort of their own
dorrn rooms, Steinhauser was
fortunate enough to work with
the star of the show, Bear
Grylls , on a commercial in
Cape Town.
The commercial, which was
for Trail Mix Crunch cereal, featured Grylls and several wild animals that
Steinhauser was
delegated to work with firsthand.
The lion used on set was wild, and
Steinhauser frequently had to
work in close proximity of the
animal. The advertisement also
featured a cheetah that was tame
and thus much less stressful.
"The cheetah was completely
tame and I got to walk it and pet
and play with it," Steinhauser
said. "Having a cheetah lick you
like a little cat is a bit overwhelming, though."
Besides the incredible job
experience that he gained, the
first-year also got to spend his
free time off-set with Grylls.
"Getting to know Bear was
really cool , he's a very interesting and crazy guy. The same
camera guy that always shoots

Bear was used for the commercial to make it authentic, and 1
got to know them very well and
hung out with them afterwards at
night," Steinhauser said. "Bear
Grylls likes to party hard, which
is good to know."
He has worked as a PA on several other commercials that his
parents have been involved with
as well. His father is also the
founder of a wildlife organization
that featured Kate Hudson at its
launch party; as a result
Steinhauser was able to meet the
celebrity firsthand.
Also, don 't be surprised if
you think that you recognize this
new face from somewhere. His
resume also includes a brief
cameo in a very popular romantic comedy.
"My very good friend' s father
was the writer and director of
Definitely, Maybe " Steinhauser
said. "She called me up like a
day before and asked me if I
would like to be in the movie, so
I went to the set one day and got
to meet Ryan Reynolds, who is
really cool."
Steinhauser appears in the
opening scene of the movie.

COURTESY OF GRACE 0 CONNOR

Underwater p hotography has become a strong passion f o r Grace O'Connor '14, who has done
dives in the Dutch Caribbean and off the coast of Mexico. This summer she dove in Fiji.
When the camera pans through a marine biology and photography
street , his face is visible on into an incredible past time.
A class trip to Honduras in
screen for several seconds.
While he loved having the ninth grade sparked O'Connor 's
opportunity to be in a movie, he interest in marine biology. The
confessed that his appearance trip involved scuba diving, but
"creeped out" friends who students did not have to be certified to attend.
weren't aware of it beforehand.
"I decided to go with [the
While he is grateful for the
opportunities
he has had, class], I'd never done anything
Steinhauser does not plan to pur- like that before but I'd always
sue a career in film or advertise- been interested in marine bioloment. He is currently planning on gy," she said.
After obtaining her scuba
majoring in government at the
certification
in
College, and is very interested in diving
Honduras, and quickly realizing
getting involved in politics.
"It's been a lot of fun," that she could mix her love of
Steinhauser said of his brushes photography with diving, she
with fame. "It's made me feel went on to get certified in
comfortable with a larger group of underwater photography. She
¦
people and has helped me to not Tias even gone through multiple
become so starstruck when the rounds of* certifications' to
become a rescue diver, which is
opportunity arises.
"Except for the time I met the highest non-professional
Barack Obama at a rally," he quick- level of diving in existence.
Since her initial trip to
ly added. "There were no words."
O'Connor's pre-Colby accom- Honduras, O'Connor has complishments have been a bit more pleted 125 dives.
"Every summer I've done a
below the surface, literally. The
first-year student from Westport, two- or three-week scubadiving
Connecticut is a certified under- trip around the world," she
water photographer who has been said. Her dives have brought
able to mix her passions for her to the Dutch Caribbean (St.

Bans, St. Vincent, St. Martin)
and Cozumel, Tulum and
Centoes, all located in Mexico.
Her most recent dive took place
this summer in Fiji and the
Solomon Islands.
O'Connor is intensely interested in micro marine biology, that
is, the study of coral and the fish
that are on the coral because it is
much easier to snap a high-quality image when examining objects
up close.
"I've always been really interested in marine biology. I did
camps when 1 was younger and
looked at tide pools and stuff, so
it 's always been in the back of
my mind," O'Connor said. "So
when I had the opportunity to
start diving and do something
completely hands-on it definitely
interested me."
Here on the Hill O'Connor
plans to pursue a degree in
marine biology, and was initially
attracted to the College because
of its biology department. Next
summer she plans to continue
diving and to get her diving
instructor certification so that
she can teach others how to
scuba dive as well.

healthy and make well-educated
decisions on their own when they
eat in the dining halls.
Klaus said "some people are
afraid that having this kind of
nutritional information can be
used in a bad way. But people
shouldn 't be using this to count
calories...our largest hope is that
people use common sense."
By going onto Dining Services '
webpage and clicking on the nutritional information for any of the
three dining halts, students can
learn how to create a balanced
meal and be more aware of what
they 're eating.
Dining Services is promoting
health y eating habits through
other methods as well. In addition
to continuing Meatless Mondays
this year—a program in which
students pledge to eat vegetarian
once a week—they have introduced The Balanced Way

Entrees. "Each one is less than
600 calories, has less than 800
milligrams of sodium, and contains 3 grams of fiber; and each
dining hall has one meal featured
a day that follows these guidelines," said Klaus.
Additionall y, a new Colby
Outdoor Orientation Trip (COOT2 )
called "Local Organic Cooking"
was added to the first-year orientation program this year. Incoming
students worked with Klaus and
Andy
Goodspeed ,
Assistant
Manager of Roberts, to learn about
the importance of taking the time
to cook healthy meals and made
dishes like pasta caprese with food
from the student garden.
Klaus ' final message to students was that "it's good to be
aware of what 's there but if you
get too caught up you won 't be
able to eat in a balanced manner.
That's what is most important."

Dining services publishes
Alum illustrates book calorie
counts on website
By COURTNEY YEAGER
MANAGING EDITOR

By LEAK WALPUCK
When Steven Weinberg graduated from the Hill in 2006 with
a dual degree in art and government, he had a plan. He knew he
was going to travel with his girlfriend , and he knew he was going
to teach , but Weinberg couldn 't
predict that his adventures would
allow him to publish a book just
four years out of college.
a
Bethesda.
Weinberg,
Mary land native, and his girlfriend,
Casey Scieszka , met while studying abroad in Morocco during their
junior year. Scieszka, a sociology
major at Pitzer College in
California, and Weinberg kept in
touch when they returned to the
United States. Both loved to travel
and "by the end of our senior year,"
Weinberg said , "we were like ,
'Let 's go live together.'"
The duo began what evolved
into a two-year-long journey in the
fall of 2006. They spent six months
in China teaching English and traveling through southeast Asia , at
which point Scieszka discovered
that she received a Fulbnght to
stud y socioeconomic systems in
west Africa. As a result , she and
Weinberg spent 10 months in Mali
Weinberg took advantage of this
time to practice his love for art by
painting local people.
When they returned home m the
fall of 2008, the couple decided to
publish an account of their global
adventure . To Timbuktu, the fruit of
their efforts , was written by
Scieszka and illustrated
by
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Former Echo Editor-in-Chief Steven Weinberg '06 illustrated a book
about his time after college which was written by his girlfriend.
Weinberg. "It 's a corny love story,"
Weinberg admits. "It really is us
totally falling in love with each
other. But it 's also a coming of age
story...and a travel story. It 's about
making a home anywhere."
Weinberg attributes much of
his success to his time at the
College. "People are always surprised by how much their major
does influence what they do,"
Weinberg said , pointing out that
he 's a prime example of said phenomenon. "Professors like David
Simon opened my eyes to so
many different visual styles...and
with my [government major] I
had a perfect combination of writing and drawing all the time."
In addition to the dedicated
professors of the art department ,
Weinberg also credits the Echo
with fostering his career as an
illustrator. Although he was
Editor-in-Chief of the Echo for
one semester, he also enjoyed his
position as cartoonist. "The Echo

was a great way to see yourself in
print and see what it means. It 's a
great paper. I really fi gured out
how to draw for print by being a
cartoonist."
In addition to having incredible experiences while they lived
abroad , Weinberg and Scieszka
were able to use what they learned
to make careers for themselves
when they returned and settled
down in Brooklyn, NY. Though
they are both self-employed,
Weinberg explained that he's "a
professional illustrator now, and
Casey's a professional writer."
Although To Timbuktu, due to
hit shelves in March 2011 , is
essentially a picture book, it was
written with college-aged students in mind. "We're talking to
an audience that 's basically our
age. Go live abroad," Weinberg
said. "Don 't just backpack
through [a country]. Really live
somewhere and focus on what 's
going on around you."

The number of calories in a
Dana grilled cheese will no longer
remain a mystery. Thanks to
Dining Services' newest addition
to its website, the nutritional information for every meal at Dana,
Foss, or Roberts is available for
curious students to peruse.
When asked why Dining
Services was providing students
with such a nutritional resource
this year, Joe Klaus, assistant
director of dining services,
responded that "a lot of students
have been asking for it for
awhile" but that more importantly, in recent years "there has been
a real increased focus on eating
well" here on the Hill.
These new initiatives, aimed
at a greater awareness of nutritional habits at the College, have
much to do with American society 's recent impulse towards
change. People all over the
nation are taking notice of
unhealthy diet 's negative medical consequences.
"As a population we realize we
need to do better," Klaus said ,
"Everyone is taking a new look at
our diet and realizing we eat too
much carbs [carbohydrates] and
meats and not enough fruit and vegetables. They are realizing that type
II diabetes and heart attacks are
more prevalent in the Western diet."
Thus, Dining Services is taking
serious steps to provide students
with the necessary tools to eat

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Many visitors of the dining halls may be persuaded to f o r e g o
desserts now that the College publishes the calorie counts.

I WHO'S WHO: DAN HUSSEY '13

SEPTEMBER BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE: BEN GRIMMIG '12 & MADDIE BERGIER 1
'2

Student designs
college website

^
btmber
^Sep

Ben Grimmig '12

Who is Ben Grimmig? Many
people have tried to answer this
question. Picture this: you're in a
candlelit Pe-Wi bedroom. The
smell of baby powder is in the air
and a bottle of Cristal sits
untouched on the floor beside
you. Though you haven't had a
sip, you are intoxicated. Someone
is giving you the best foot massage of your life, causing your
heart to skip a beat. His fingers
are calloused from several neardeath experiences in the wilderness, and it turns you on. He
whispers sweet nothings into
your ear and, that night, you share
the most intense music exchange
you 've ever known. He gives you
4,000 acoustic guitar emo-ballads
about unrequited love that you've
never heard of, but he also gives
you something else—his love.
When you're finished, he wraps
his oh-so-hip, broken-in red flannel around your shoulders and
tells you stories about growing up
in the Shire.

This is Ben Grimmig. A lover
of flannel, a connoisseur of Deer
Tracks ice cream and a native of
the dirty Jersey. If you were at
last year's Cotillion, you know
that Ben has the natural grace and
sobriety to take care of a lady on
the dance floor. What you may
not know is that Ben is currently
single and looking for love. If you
enjoy cuddling, stargazing and
dance floor makeout sessions,
you are in luck. But make your
move—he won't stay single for
long. His roommate is also quite
the charmer (not to mention so
good looking !)
Fun Fact: The reference to baby
powder before? Ben applies it liberally to all parts of his body.
How to get him aroused:
Quote Austin Powers.
Favorite Singer:
Bruce Springsteen
Dislikes:
People who are intolerant of others' cultures and the Dutch.
-Mike Southard '12

Ben Grimmig '12 is a Jersey boy out looking f o r love.
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Maddie Bergier '12

This month's bachelorette is
Maddie Bergier, a junior government and religious studies major
hailing from Brooklyn, New
York. Many may know Maddie
as the warm-hearted, slender,
olive-skinned goddess that she
is, but few have had the pleasure
of hearing her melodic voice
firsthand. Whether she is singing
for Colby Chorale or creating
sound effects for nearly everything she does, her vocals are
one-of-a-kind.
She is currently residing in
Go-Ho, where she was pleasantly
surprised to discover that her
newly renovated room came with
its very own stripper pole.
Always looking for a good time,
Maddie can be found spending
endless hours working in the
library, eating at Bobs for nearly
every meal and party-hopping on
the weekends.
Maddie will be spending her
spring semester abroad in
Seville, Spain where she plans to

By NICOLE HEWES
NEWS STAFF

further her language skills, drink
copious amounts of sangria and
have whirlwind romances with
sexy Spanish men. Although she
likes to travel, she currently does
not know how to drive a car or
ride a bike. Miss Bergier is also a
photographer for InsideColby
and can be seen with her monopod at almost every Colby event.
Above all, Maddie is a wonderful friend , and if you are even
remotely interested, you can
stalk her on Facebook.
Current Favorite Song:
"Waka Waka" by Shakira
Favorite "Jersey Shore" Cast
Member:
Vtnny
She could not live without:
Coffee
Favorite Store:
Forever 21
Favorite Food:
Sushi
Greatest Fear:
Making decisions
-Kristine Walters '12
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The
college
application
process is exhausting: the long
string of college tours, applications, supplemental essays and
interviews is a hallmark of any
college-bound senior 's final year
of high school. And the
marathon isn't over when the
acceptance letters arrive. After
gaining admission to colleges,
students must decide which
school to attend based on what
little information they can collect about the institutions.
This process could get just a
little bit easier when Dan Hussey
' 13 and Ted Worcester, a student
at Wheaton College, launch their
forthcoming website", liberalartscolleges.com.
The pair purchased the web
domain when they were seniors at
Waterville Senior High School.
Unlike several other domains
they purchased and sold, they
held onto it with the intention of
creating a web resource for students interested in attending liberal arts colleges.
"Think of us as liberal arts
evangelists. We want to attract
far-flung westerners and midwesterners to the liberal arts goldmine that is the Northeast ,"
Worcester said.
The website will feature
detailed profiles of approximately
30 liberal arts colleges, said profiles will contain both written
information about the schools and
virtual tours of the campuses. The
video tours could serve as a valuable resource for prospective students who live far away from the
colleges and who may be unable
to visit the campuses in person. In
addition , the website will offer its
visitors an opportunity to expand
their social networks.
"The idea is that each user has
a profile page on the site where
they kind of show off who they
are," Hussey said.
When students on the site
browse through the colleges, their

results will disp lay a list of peop le
who are looking at the same
schools. This feature "will allow
for like-minded individuals to
connect and trade advice and
share their experiences at different schools," Hussey said.
The opportunities for connections with other prospective students don 't end there.
"Once our users get accepted
to a school, they can continue to
give input about the school , and
post-graduation, they can talk further about what the school has
done for them," Hussey said.
The pair is working closely
with Roger Woolsey in the Colby
Career Center as they begin to get
the site up and running. They hope
to launch the site in about a year.
"Our main obstacle right now
is funding. Our endeavor is an
expensive one, and for it to come
into fruition , we need significantly more startup funding, "
Worcester said.
In an effort to raise funds , the
pair is currently in the running for
a $25,000 grant from the Pepsi
Refresh Project. At the end of the
month, if Hussey and Worcester's
idea is among the top 10 vote
recipients in their category, they
will be awarded the grant.
Designing the website has
been a valuable learning experience for the duo. "I feel like the
heart of every liberal arts college
program is to teach their students
how to think and problem-solve,
and I think that this project is really an application of that learning
process," Hussey said.
As an economics major.
Worcester also feels that the project
is hel ping him develop useful skills.
"Business in the 21st century is
so reliant on technology that it is
inevitable that computer science
will be an integral component of
my career in some form or another," he said.
To vote for the pair in the
Pepsi Refresh contest , visit
www.refreshevervthing.com 'lib er
alarms or text the number 102064
to 73774.

Maddie Bergier '12 is a city girl searching f o r her Maine man.

Students exploreways to save and earn money
By EMMA CREEDEN
NEWS STAFF

By now, many people have
heard the phrase "he or she is a
poor college student." They may
have even used the expression to
describe themselves. Considering
that the College's comprehensive
fee is at a new high of $51,990,
the national economy continues
to struggle and unpaid summer
internships are more ambitious
than ever, the saying holds more
weight than ever. Whether they
are living on or off campus, students are finding and looking for
creative ways to save and make
money during the year.
While many students work
in College departments, buildings and programs to defray
personal expenses, students
imp lement different strategies
to keep the contents of their
wallets from disappearing.
For many students, the number-one strategy for saving
money is carrying as little cash as
possible. When money is readily
accessible, students find that they
tend to spend without thinking.
They are able to make small purchases that add up considerably
over time. After spending seven
dollars at the Spa, five dollars on
a T-shirt and two dollar trips to
the vending machine, students
are surprised when they open
their wallet to an empty bill pocket. "I find cash to be very fluid
and easy to spend ," Dan
Sunderland ' 14 said.
Even though the College runs

three dining halls, food is the
black hole that sucks the most
money from students' bank
accounts. Waterville House of
Pizza, Pad Thai Too, the Spa,
Papa John 's and Big G's are notorious for their ability to empty

I don 't think
anyone misses
a few salt and
pepper shakers
here and there
and probably
not that handful of tea bags
from Dana.
Tory Gray

Class of 2011

students' pockets. Every year,
students resolve to cut back on
their spending at off-campus dining locations. Nevertheless, the
true success of these resolutions
has yet to be determined.
Although it is hard to ascertain
exactly how much money people
save by listening to their professed
attempts to limit consumption at
off-campus dining venues, students do save money by taking
advantage of on-campus resources.
"I 'shop' at the College's own
lovely Spa, its dining halls, and
various locations around campus,"
Tory Gray ' 11 said.

Many students admit to grabbing fruit or other portable provisions to stock their dorm
refrigerators and shelves. A portion of any student's cooking or
baking ingredients, as well as
place settings—utensils, plates,
bowls and cups—are readily
available in a variety of locations
across campus. "1 don't think
anyone misses a few salt and pepper shakers here and there, and
probably not mat handful of tea
bags from Dana," Gray said. The
dining halls are also prime locations for filling up Nalgenes with
water, soda and juice.
Beyond food, students suggest
"borrowing" trash bags from
dorms, printing in the library and
taking paper from the printers in
the Street as ways to economize at
the College. Other money saving
tactics include using coupons and
looking up coupon codes for
online shopping, collecting and
recycling cans to return at Joka 's
or Hannaford and shopping at consignment shops such as Goodwill ,
Kenaset and Salvation Army, as
well as stores such as the Dollar
Store, Reny 's and Marden 's.
Some students even find ways
to gather their school supplies
and hygiene products on campus.
"Last year I picked up every pen
I found on campus. I didn 't have
to buy a single pen all year!"
Kathleen Ricciardi *12 said. It is
also reported that a handful of
students wait until they are alone
in dorm bathrooms to use others'
toothpaste and mouthwash, and
therefore never have to buy their
own. (Writer 's note: check the

liquid line the next time you use
your Scope!)
When saving money becomes
too much of a hassle, a number
of students on campus find ways
to make a little extra dough on
the side.
Erik Baish '12 began making
pottery during his senior year of
high school. On the Hill , Baish
utilizes the pottery studio in the
basement of Roberts to create
pieces such as bowls, mugs and
teapots. Although he keeps some
pieces for himself, he sells and
gives some away. "Sometimes I
sell [pottery] to people I know,
other times I give it as gifts and

save money that way," Baish said.
Michaelina Deneka '13 also
runs a one-man business in freelance web design called Bromide
Bomb. Deneka, whom taught
herself HTML back when she
was 11 years old, did web design
on the side as a teenager.
Recently, though, she began making money off of her skill. Now,
Deneka spends much of her time
contacting potential clients and
working on projects with her
clientele. Regardless of the sporadic nature of her business—due
in part to her inability to commute to her clients ' locations and
to her inability to be reached dur-

ing class hours—Deneka thoroughly enjoys her work and
appreciates the minimal income
she acquires. "It 's nice being
able to make even just pocket
change off of something that 1
enjoy doing, so in the end I do
think the commitment is worth
it ," Deneka said.
Whether they are making
money on the side , creating
budgets for their expenses or
finding ways to obtain necessities for free , students on the Hill
use their personal skills and surrounding environment to combat their position as "poor
college students. "
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One of the most popular ways that students manage to save money on campus is by stealing small
items such as fruit, tea bags, beverages and even silverware f r o m the Colleges dining halls.

EDITORIAL

A step forward
for diversity

A

X &t Tuesday night 's State of the College address, President William D. Adams
proudly spoke about the Class of 2014's unprecedented diversity. Admissions recruited
a class with an impressive 24 percent of its students coming from traditionally underrepresented backgrounds. President Adams also assured the crowd that Colby will continue its "aggressive agenda" of recmiting diverse applicants. The College is committed
to bringing together a Class of 2015 that includes at least 20 percent of its students from
underrepresented backgrounds and 10 to 13 percent of its students from international
backgrounds.
We applaud the College for committing itself to these goals and for continually seeking to diversify our campus. If the College is indeed successful , it will be making an important step toward becoming a truly diverse institution.
At this point in time, Colby is, to a certain extent, artificially diverse. In an ideal future, we won 't need to talk about how to attain diversity—we will simply celebrate it
as part of whom we are. Currently, we compartmentalize "diversity" into statistics about
race and religion, into clubs and events designed to focus on highlighting diversity. It
will always be important to talk about our differences and to celebrate and remember
them because our differences help to make us who we are. However, we would like to
envision a future here where our diversity isn't questioned, where the College is able to
achieve its ultimate goal, where we have students from all walks of life and where diversity isn 't an ideal we need to pursue, but a reality that we live.
While the future described above is a lofty goal, we are proud of the direction in
which Colby is moving, and we applaud the College for placing such a premium importance on further diversifying the Colby community.
- The staff of The Colby Echo

I To a worm in horseradish
A few weeks ago, a popular New England sports blog called BarstoolSports.com
ran a post making fun of Colby for banning hard alcohol. Among the 29 comments to the post was a complaint from
someone claiming to be a Colby student.
The poster labeled the ban "a bullshit
thing that came out of a bunch of black
kids getting beat up by campus security
and the cops when they were drunk."
Not only is this statement an inaccurate
account of what has become known as the
"April 12th incident," but it is a gross
oversimplification of the significant
amount of time and deliberation that went
into instituting the hard alcohol ban.
First, I would like to state that I have
no interest in editorializing on whether the
hard alcohol ban is a good or bad thing. I
bring the above quote up, however, because it is an example (albeit an extreme
one) of a greater problem within the Colby
community that the hard alcohol ban has
brought to light: a communication breakdown within the Colby community.
As the Assistant News Editor and the
Student Government Association beat
writer for the Echo last year, I followed
all of the administration's, the Campus
Culture Working Group's and the SGA's
progress toward the hard alcohol ban
very closely. I was at all of the meetings and forums that were open to the
public. I spoke about the issue extensively with SGA representatives and ad-

ministrators. I also heard a lot of talk
among students about the ban, and quite
frankl y, a great deal of the students I
spoke to about the ban misunderstood
the reasons for its inception.
No one I ever spoke to was as far offtarget as the blog commenter quoted
above, but there was a fair amount of students who didn't understand exactly
whom the ban came from , or how the ban
fit into the larger issues the CCWG sought
to address. That lack of understanding was
not a result of failures on the part of the
SGA and the administration. The students
I spoke to weren't ignorant or unintelligent people by any means. So why is there
such a gap in communication between the
administration and a significant part of the
student body?
There is an old Yiddish saying that
goes, "to a worm in horseradish, the world
is horseradish." It is my belief that all of
us at Colby are worms in horseradish.
That is not necessarily a bad thing. In fact,
I think it can be quite good to a certain extent. Here's an example: my jar of horseradish is the Echo. I've dedicated my
Colby career to the Echo. I wake up and
think about the Echo, and when I finish
my day, either sweet dreams of the Echo
lull me to sleep, or terrible nightmares
about the Echo torment me (depending, of
course, on how much coffee I had to drink
that day to fulfill all my editorial duties
and how upset my stomach is as a result).
The fact of the matter is, I know most
people don't read the Echo all that intently, and there is a large portion of campus that never even picks up the Echo at
all. Whenever that fact starts to irk me, I
always think of the captain of the field
hockey team. I have no idea who this person is. I've never even been to a field
hockey game. But that 's my point; she

probably doesn't know who I am either,
but I'm sure she's worked just as hard and
given up just as much for field hockey as
I have for the Echo Because that's her jar
of horseradish.
I think it's wonderful that Colby has so
many great teams and organizations, like
the field hockey team or the Echo, to
which so many students can devote themselves and benefit from. The example I
just gave, however, demonstrates one of
the pitfalls of having so many students
living together in the same tiny community, who are so intently focused on so
many different things. It's easy for everybody to get out of touch, for lines of communication to break.
So at the end of 2009, when the CCWG
report that recommended the ban of hard
alcohol was made public, some time between midterms and exams, it isn't terribly
surprising that not a lot of students took a
great deal of notice. By the time we've
finished our homework and participated in
the extracurricular of our choice, it's hard
enough to keep up with what all our
friends are doing, let alone the activities
of the administration and SGA. On a personal level, it's hard to blame students for
staying in their jars of horseradish; students are only here for four years, and
"President of the Debate Team" looks a
hell of a lot better on a resume than "very
attentive to community issues." But there
has to be some middle ground between
focus on personal development and development of community standards. The obstacle between the Colby community and
that middle ground is sustaining everyone's attention, keeping our heads poked
out of our respective jars of horseradish
long enough for everybody to get on the
same wavelength. It's going to take some
very bright leaders to get us there.
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I never really thought I would find myself writing an article about sports. I mean
I' ve always casually enjoyed following
sports, and I' m on the school swim team,
but I've never had enough interest or
boasted enough knowledge to really write
about them. However, my experience with
the sporting world in Ireland has inspired
this "Postcard from Abroad," so with that
disclaimer in mind, here goes.
First off , I would like to be clear that this
article is not meant to disparage American
sports; that's not my goal here. As I've already stated, I enjoy American sports, and
I think there is a lot to be said for them, both
on the professional and amateur levels. My
goal with this article is rather to share
something that I have found to be remarkable: the Irish sporting system.
In Ireland the two most popular sports
by far are Hurling and Gaelic football, organized under the Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA). The Irish also have soccer
(yes, they also call it soccer over here),
rugby, and a few others, but they are by
no means as popular or as important as
Hurling and Gaelic football. Hurling is
somewhat like a cross between lacrosse
and handball, and Gaelic football is best
described as a mix between rugby and
American football with a little bit of soccer thrown in. (If you're looking to procrastinate your homework tonight check
them out on Youtube, both are pretty incredible to watch).
What makes Irish sporting so amazing
though, is not just the games themselves,
but the fact that the entire GAA is amateur.
Even the top tier of competition, which is
p layed on a national scale and draws enormous crowds, is entirely amateur. The
players all have day jobs, and receive no
compensation for competing; you would
never guess this from watching the games,
though. The level of skill , athleticism, and
technique displayed in GAA matches is incredibly high, and the events draw enormous national attention and crowds. For

Raymond Rieling '12 at Trim Castle, in Ireland.
example, at the All-Ireland Hurling Final
two weekends ago, the national stadium,
with a capacity of over 80,000 (more than
most NFL stadiums), was bursting at the
seams with fans. Even the women's finals,
also amateur, will draw crowds upwards
of 15 ,000. Even though the GAA is entirely amateur, the Irish by no means treat
it that way, if anything, they support their
teams with more passion than many
American fans do.
The GAA and its teams are organized
on a national scale by county. For example, in the Gaelic Football final this coming weekend, County Cork will be playing
County Down. Within the county level
there are also town and more local teams.
Pretty much all children begin playing in
the GAA from a very young age, and
many of these children go on to participate
in their local club throughout much of
their life. Team allegiance is strictly based
on one's county of origin; people support
only the team from their county, period.
The GAA is more than just a sporting
association, however; it is also a center of
Irish community, social life, and culture.
In addition to promoting sports, the GAA
also plays a significant role in promoting
traditional Irish dance , music , and the
Gaelic language. In fact, when the winning captain of a national final gives a
post-game speech, he or she gives it first
in English, and then again in Gaelic. For
the most part, Gaelic is completely dead;

however, the GAA is a major steward of
Irish culture, and it works to propagate the
ancient language.
The All-Ireland Hurling final , contested
between the counties Kilkenny and Tipperary, was held at the national stadium,
Croke Park, in Dublin, two Sundays ago.
Unfortunately the match was sold out, so
a few friends and I ended up watching the
game in a bar near the stadium. The city
was electric; every storefront and house
had both team 's flags flying out front , and
the streets were flooded with people going
to the game. People were eager to talk to
us and explain the game and its finer nuances. It didn't matter that we were Americans who knew next to nothing about the
sport; everyone was eager to share part of
their national culture and identity.
I have been very impressed with the
Irish people during my time here so far.
They have been incredibly friendly, helpful and passionate about their country. 1
feel like the GAA perfectly sums up much
of the Irish spirit. It is an organization that
unites both communities and the country;
people are incredibly dedicated to the
GAA . The Irish athletes, playing for free ,
compete with a fiery passion. They don 't
just play for love of the game, because the
GAA is much more than just a sporting organization. They compete for love of their
country and love of their ancient culture;
ideals which I think we could all from
learn a little bit.

The Colby"T"atopthe chapel Extended dining hall hours
As an explanation (and form of welcome) for our wonderful Class of 2014:
the Cnlby "t" is not our version of the
Boston T (in which a series of underground tunnels connect all of our buildings). I am, in fact, talking about the
cross that sits upon the steeple of our
Lorimer Chapel.
Before I delve into an explanation of
why I refer to it as the Colby "t," let me
enlighten our incoming freshman class
with a brief history lesson on Colby College. As you all doubtlessly heard on
your tours as prospective students, Colby
was founded in 1813. What you may
not know is that Colby was founded by
Baptists under the name "Maine Literary
and Theological Institution." While the
name changed to Colby College in the
mid-1800s, the school's religious affiliation lasted until 1933, when Colby became secular.
Yet, despite being free of any particular
religious association, a cross adorns our
Colby chapel, apparently (somehow) a
symbol of our secularity. Thus, I have (or

someone before me, who knows) titled it
the Colby "t" I feel, though, that Colby
should be able to move past this phonetic
lesson on the letters of our alphabet. Why,
in this day and age of religious plurality
and multinationalism within the United
States, do we literally put one religion
above all others? Why, by throwing the
most prominent Christian symbol there is
on top of our chapel, do we diminish and
ostracize other religions and automatically
(if unintentionally) restrict the chapel to a
place of solely Christian worship?
Now don't get me wrong and assume I take issue with the fact that we
offer Protestant and Catholic services
on Sundays. By all means, I think it's
great that Protestants and Catholics
have a space in which they can practice their faiths and pray to their God
(gods?). After all, religious freedom is
one of our Constitution-given rights.
What irks me is that the list of religious services ends at a grand total of
two. And shall remain at two (depending on how you break down
Christianity and Catholicism and all
those various sects) as long as that
cross looks down from on high.
For the sake of full disclosure, I am an
atheist. But all that really signifies is that
I'm a completely objective observer who
ascribes to no particular party line of any
certain doctrine or deity. I simply cannot
understand how it is that Colby Hillel is

given what is essentially a classroom (with
couches and a kitchen, my source within
the Colby Hillel informs me) in the student center as a "place of worship." I see
no mosques on campus for our Colby
Muslims to pray to Allah. (In fact, last
time I checked, Ground Zero was some
400 miles away and mosque construction
embargoes hadn't gone into effect.) And
now that I' m taking a Buddhist philosophy class, I'm even more sensitive to the
lack of Buddhist temples and Zen gardens
on campus for meditation and reflection.
At an institution that claims religious
equality and nonpartisanship, the presence
of the cross is completely backwards and
hypocritical; it stands contrary to official
policies that claim to provide a space for
everyone to practice their beliefs. Just a
week ago, the administration was adamant
about accommodating the observance of
all religious holidays (see the Rosh
Hashanah email from Dean Terhune). Yet
the cross still stands.
Basically, what I'm trying to say with
all this ranting and raving can be summed
up with some paraphrasing of my good
friend, Ronald Reagan:
"President Bro Adams, if you seek
peace, if you seek prosperity for Colby
College and New England liberal arts
colleges, if you seek liberalization,
come here to this chapel. Mr. Adams,
open this chapel. Mr. Adams, tear
down this cross!"

LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

Taking equality to the bathroom stalls
Times are tough. Much has changed
since I last wrote this column. A highranking general lost his job for revealing
to Rolling Stone magazine that his favorite beer was Bud Light Lime. The Iraq
war ended abruptly on August 31, just
seven years after it first ended. Sarah
Palin added to her scholarly oeuvre by
creating the word "refudiates," a suitable
addition to her many political treatises
and works of macaroni art. And most importantly, Kanye West got a Twitter.
And yet, standing obstinate in the
face of this cultural advancement,
much has stayed the same. KeSha continues to serve as a model of responsibility-for young women. Glenn Beck
stands stalwart against Nazis. And the
state of Maine continues to insist that
single gender bathrooms remain single
gender bathrooms.
Friends, I am not a lazy person. I
often wake up as early as 11 a.m. I ex-

ercise at least six times a month. One
time, I volunteered at a soup kitchen.
But the state of Maine is really testing
my resolve. I happen to reside on the
fourth floor of Taylor, a dorm with only
one bathroom designated for use by
men. The bathroom is on the third floor.
This means I have to walk seventy-six
paces any and every time I need to
make use of the facilities. The women's
bathroom is but five paces from my
room. You don't have to be a mathematical genius (it helps, though) to figure out what these numbers add up to.
They add up to injustice.
I don't like to be alarmist, but this may
represent the end of the American way of
life as we know it. This is how it always
happens. First the government takes away
your right to choose which bathroom you
use. Then they determine that it is "in the
national interest" to form a "ToiletChoice Police" to "ensure compliance."
Two weeks later, your best friend goes
out to the bathroom and never comes
back, and men in dark suits are asking all
of these personal questions about your
loyalty and yelling about a "Federal
Lavatory Mandate" something or other.
But can we really place all of the
blame on the government for this prob-

lem? Don 't we, as citizens, have a responsibility to stand up and fight for what
we believe? Of course not. That would be
hard. Instead, we can place the rest of the
blame on the school's administration.
In the state of Maine, the following
things are illegal: consuming alcohol
under the age of 21 and using an oppositely gendered bathroom. Which of these
laws is more strictly enforced by your
Community Advisors (employees of the
administration)? But before we jump to
any conclusions, consider one more fact:
the federal government enforced compliance with a national raise of the drinking
age by withholding highway funds. Essentially, the administration allows laxness in its enforcement of federal law
while strictly enforcing state law.
I'll just come right out and say what
we're all thinking: we are attending a
college run by seditious proponents of
nullification. It happened once to President Jackson and it is happening again,
right under our noses. Colby has made
clear its view on the relative importance
of state vs. federal power. It is time we
all do the same. It is a time for us all to
make clear our allegiance. Personally, I
will support the side that lets me use the
women's bathroom.

At the tail end of this August, the Cape
Cod Times (the local daily that I've spent
my summers working at over the course
of my college career) called upon me to
write a few reviews for concerts at the
Melody Tent in Hyannis, the Cape's major
concert venue. On Thursday, August 261
was sent to see rising Christian country
sensation Josh Turner. I was raised Jewish, but since the day of my Bar Mitzvah
I' ve probably stepped inside a synagogue
less than five times. As far as the question
of God's existence goes, I'd say I'm agnostic, but when it comes to organized religion I tend to be pretty cynical. So when
I was asked to review a singer whose hits
include a song titled "Me and God," you
can imagine how tickled I was. What follows is the account of the concert I wish I
could have written for the paper but didn't
because I'm hoping that they'll write me a
job recommendation someday:
The Melody Tent in Hyannis was filled
to capacity on Thursday night with mildly
to moderately intoxicated female fans who
had turned out in droves to watch country
singer/songwriter Josh Turner perform.
One woman clad in country garb ended up

sliding into the vacant seat next to me (the
Cape Cod Times provides concert reviewers with two tickets to every show, which
is great if you want to bring a date, or also
great if, like me, you can 't find a date and
you like to occasionally look at the empty
seat next to you during the course of a concert as a reminder of how awesome and
sociallysuccessful you are) so that she and
her friends could fit a friend from elsewhere in the audience into their row. It
turns out that this woman, who spent the
concert taking swigs from a flask she
shared with her friend , was an atheist but
happened to really like Turner's music
anyway. "Good music is good music," she
leaned in to tell me as the scent of Wild
Turkey wafted into my nostrils. We
bonded over our smug cynicism during the
show, poking fun at Turner's religiosity. I
really thought there was some chemistry
between us until she mentioned that her
husband, also an atheist, "would mink this
concert was so funny if he was here."
Somehow I wasn't encouraged further
when she started talking about her kids.
I turned my attention from the flickering
romance between this inebriated middleaged woman and myself to the performance on stage. Turner, as far as 1 can tell
from his music, loves two things in this
world: women and God (the order is debatable, but I think God might have the
slight edge). His songs are invariably about
one of these two topics. Early in his set he
performed "Eye Candy," an upbeat , dance-

able tune from his 2010 album "Haywire"
that features gag-inducing lyrics like
"When the Good Lord made that little
looker/He must have used a whole lot of
sugar/Maybe that's the reason that I crave
her/So much flavor all the time." I wish I
was kidding.
Despite my complaints about his lyricism and religious beliefs, the man has a
set of pipes. Imagine if Barry White and
Brad Paisley had a love child (OK, don 't
imagine it, but you get what I mean), and
that 's essentially what Turner sounds like.
Blender magazine actually referred to
Turner as "a country Barry White."
The comparison wasj ustified on "Lovin *
You on My Mind," a smooth, piano-backed
ballad that heavily invokes White, with
Turner crooning provocatively, "Baby,
since this morning I've been wondering/How you do thai thing you did last nig ht ,
well, well/Let me tell you girl that was really something/That 's why I got a lotta loving you on my mind." As Turner delivered
such lascivious lyrics I couldn 't help but
wonder, "What would Jesus think?"
Don't get me wrong. I' m not an absolute heathen who thinks that it's foolish
for Turner to love God. I don 't think anyone can ever really trash someone else's
religious beliefs since they 're impossible
to prove or disprove. That being said, to
put it frankly, overly religious people give
me the willies. I'm also not a fan of proselytizing, especially when it comes from
musicians. Keep your sacred out of my

A Night with Josh Turner

Good Morning Colby,
Thus far my time back on the Hill has
been lovely. I've had a blast setting up my
room, bonding with my roommate, seeing
friends from last year and being happily
social. Waking up for classes came as a
shock to the system, abruptly knocking
me out of this fantasy, but I am still enjoying being back in Maine. However, one
aspect of our first week back that shocked
me even more so than my Macro class
was the hours enforced by the dining hall.
I completely forgot that Bobs and Foss
close at 7 p.m. Like many of you, my
summer job prevented me from eating
until 9:30 or 10, which is why I was
shocked to rediscover the ridiculous dining hall hours at this school upon my return. Perhaps I am simply complaining,
but why does Colby enforce these hours?
Why don 't I shut my mouth and go to
Dana at 8:45? To start , I like to eat good
food. I would much rather eat a flatbread
from Bobs or some quinoa from Foss than
the crummy lettuce and cucumbers at
Dana. Second of all, I am a vegetarian.
Finding food that fulfills all of my nutritional needs on this campus is difficult
enough; the dining hall hours only make
matters worse, causing me to end up hungry and searching for food most evenings.
Trying to maintain a gluten-free, lactosefree , vegan, vegetarian or religious diet at
Colby is almost impossible; however the
options available at Foss or Bobs make
this endeavor significantly easier. Why
can 't Colby extend the dining hall hours
so as to allow us to eat at a normal time,
like 7:30 or 8:00, and not have to eat Dana
burgers and p izza?
Spending my evenings toiling away in

the library causes me to acutely feel the
effects of the dining hours. Say you have
a meeting at 6:00. When are you supposed
to eat? At the 5 p.m. rush? In the real
world, who actually eats his or her final
meal of the day at 5? Thus, the choice between eating at Bobs or Foss and eating
late at Dana comes again. When I eat
early, I am always starving come 10:30 in
the library. As a result , I have to take half
an hour at the spa to go get food, then
force myself to focus and get back to my
studying or writing a paper.
We all like to complain about the food
served in the dining halls, but how about
we give that a rest and actuall y focus on
the obscenely early hours at which we all
eat? If the dining hall workers were willing to extend the hours long enough so
that we could eat when we are hungry and
still have access to food that we both enjoy
and nutritionally need, I believe that the
issues that students have with the dining
halls would be seriously diminished.
Don 't get me wrong, I am not complaining about the dining hall workers. I
thoroughly enjoy socializing with them
while they cut up a radish for my salad
or give me some rice for my soup. The
dining hall workers are amazing; they
manage attend to our every beck and call
while keeping us entertained during our
dining experience. I simply believe that
the hours kept by Foss and Bobs are
ridiculous. As someone who worked in
food service this summer, I understand
that cooks and servers want to get out of
work as early as possible. But is it too
much to ask to extend the dining hall
hours so we don 't have to eat at 5 before a party in the Apartments or off
campus? Or so that we can eat at 8 pm.
when many of us are actually hungry
while working in Miller? I don 't believe
so. Perhaps that is just how I see the
hours enforced by our dining halls, but I
ask you to consider my argument next
time you get in line for Foss dinner at 5
and then find yourself devouring a quesadilla in the spa by 10.

With the start of college comes a lurking thought at the back of every freshman's mind. It stealthily establishes its
presence in the dark, behind the looming
figures of classes, parties, finding friends
to eat with, parties, mild homesickness,
and more parties. It 's the Freshman 15:
the pesky little fly that we continuously
brush off when we hear its faint but incessant buzzing. And while I continually
see signs of "Balanced Living" in the dining halls, I think that we cannot rely on
Colby to prevent the Freshman 15, particularly when Colby seems to be promoting the exact opposite lifestyle.
As an incoming freshman, I (along
with the rest of the Class of 2014) have
been swamped by a numerous amount
of "welcoming" events and activities. Although these school-sponsored events are
obviously tame and sober, I find that
what these events lack in alcohol are
made up for in the junk food. Indeed, it
seems like all these ice-cream socials,
quesadillas, cookies, and "Carnival
Food" (aka fried batter) serve as an endless parade of calories. While 1 understand that these are supposed to be fun
events, couldn 't Colby have spared a
fruit and veggie platter? Is that so out of
the ordinary?
I must point out here that the average

student I' ve met so far is generally athletic and healthy. Most peop le I' ve met
played at least one sport in high school, if
not three. I' ve been practically guilttripped into eating more veggies as I see
all my friends dig into their bowls of salads (who said peer pressure couldn 't be
positive?). Colby does offer healthy alternatives, in the dining halls and dining
halls only, to those who desire to live
healthily. It offers nutritional menus online so that the health conscious among
us can count the calories and fat content
of their meals. There is even a gym, albeit a bit of a walk for most people,
where many students go to burn of those
calories and get in tip-top shape. If you
make the effort, you can stay healthy.
And that 's exactly the point.
In the end, I believe it is up to each individual to take care of his or her own
health. This is college, a time during
which you can make decisions independent of your parents and be held full y accountable for your actions if caught. It is
your decision whether to trek to the gym
despite the rain or eat that second (or seventh) chocolate chip cookie in the dining
hall. While I am glad that Colby offers
healthy alternatives and nutritional
menus, I do not think that Colby has the
right to make signs promoting "Balanced
Living" in the dining halls, particularly
since it doesn 't even follow its own
guidelines for its events. Until the day
that Colby serves fresh fruit and veggie
p latters as alternative foods for the health
conscious, it cannot claim to promote
"Healthy Living." It is up to the students,
not the administration, to make Colby a
place of "Healthy Living. "

secular, that 's what I say. If 1 go to see a
concert , I want to be entertained; I don 't
want to feel like the performer is trying to
convert me.
Fortunately for me, the evening 's program had thus far been fairly free of songs
promoting the greatness of the Good Lord.
There was "Me and God" earlier in the
show, a mid-tempo track from Turner 's
2006 album "Your Man" that really showcases his chops as a songwriter with
poignant lyrics like "He rules the
world/With a staff and rod/We 're a
team/Me and God." Stirring stuff, even for
a nonbelievcr like myself.
Things took a turn for the cultish with
Turner 's choice of concert closer, the
heavy-handed "The Answer," a downbeat
ballad that features Turner singing, "He's

an anchor, He 's God's right-hander/Jesus
is the answer." As Turner emphasized the
importance of embracing Jesus in his
mesmerizing baritone, and the audience
members around me stood slowly swayed
to the song, 1 feared that it was just a matter of time before the ushers walked down
the aisles and started dispensing cups of
Kool-Aid to audience members. As you
can probabl y infer from the fact that I' m
writing this now, 1 escaped from the
Melody Tent unscathed that night. Occasionally, though , the sound of Turner 's
mellifluous voice comes swirling back
into my cerebellum , in my dreams trying
to coax me into joining his legions of
cowboy boot-wearing, Jesus-loving female followers. I fear that 1 will never be
the same again.

Avoiding those 15
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Men's Soccer vs. Wesleyan
Loebs Field
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Do You Receive a Lighter Prison
SentenceBecauseYouarc a Womanor
wmte?

Volleyball vs. Tufts
Wadsworth Gymnasium
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Robert Putnam Lecture
Diamond 142
7 p-m.

Diamond 141
4 p.m.
Ronald Oaxacajhe McClelland Professor of
Economics from the University of Arizona,will
be presenting his economic analysis of
criminal sentencing guidelines. Professor Qaxaca
is one of the foremost labor economists in the
United States, if not the world. His techniques to
measure wage discrimination are used widely, and
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Volleyball vs. Bowdoin
Wadsworth Gymnasium
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FALLING INTO AUTUMN

NICK IODICF/THF COLBV ECHO

Sam Helm '12 enjoys the dunk tank during the Student Programming Boards carnival-themed Loudness celebrations, marking a great start to the year.
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STUDENTS IN THE STREET

How do you plan on saving (or making) money this year?
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THIS WEEK'S QUESTION

Have you
f a miliarized
y ourself with the
candidates f or
Governor of
Maine?

Paul LePage,
Waterville Mayor and
businessman (R)
Libby Mitchell, State
Senate President (D)
Eliot Cutlet, Attorney
(Independent)

"Rendering my services. "
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"Shopping at B.J. 's Wholesale."
—

de

John LoVerme '11
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"Using stolen Colby tables

and Solo value packs."
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— Luke "Soidja " Bowe '13

JAMMING ON BOB'S LAWN
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J O K A S'
SPECIALS
Rope Swing Beer
by Red Hook
$15.96/Case

Shipyard Summer Ale
$19.96/Case

Moosehead Lager
24pk with Baseball Cap!/$ 19.99

NICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

The Elevaters rocked campus this weekend during the Student Programming Boards carnival-themed Loudness.
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Oktoberfest Beer
Tasting —
Tickets Available at
Jokas'!
50 Beers from around
the world
$20/Ticket, Oct 9
2-6 p.m. on Main St
Visit
centralmainebrews.com
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
beers In Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

Hill 'n the Ville facilitates community interactions
By QAJNAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR

The fourth annual Hill ' n the
Ville festival took place this
past Saturday. The daylong festival featured live performances
by bands, booths run by local
vendors selling their goods
and games for
peop le of all
ages to enjoy.
Hill *n the
Ville is a joint
venture between
Colby 's Student
Government
Association (SGA)
and the community
organization
Waterville Mam
Street to "give
Colby Students
and the local
Waterville community a chance
to interact and
" m e e t ' e a c h o t h e r ," said
event organizer and Waterville
resident
and businessman
Erik Thomas.
Emily Cook Ml is a student
leader on the Colby-Waterville
Alliance (CWA) and was in
charge of working with the SGA
at Colby to obtain funding for the
event and organizing student volunteers to staff the games.
Hill 'n the Ville is like a summer carnival with many activities, but the main draw is the
music. "This is the most important piece to ensuring that the
event is well attended by college students and the local community," Thomas said. "If we
don 't have something that people want to see, then we won 't

have many peop le there. I started looking for acts back in March
this year."
The featured bands this
year were Adam Ezra Group,
Ryan Montbleau Band , Rustic
Overtones and The Palace
Elop house , a band composed
of
recent
Colby
alums
Nicholas
Van
Niel MO , Daniel
Reeves MO, Eric
McDowell MO and
Daniel Austin MO,
who won Battle of
the Bands last
semester (also an
event organized
by CWA).
Attendees were
not limited to
Waterville
residents and Colby
students. A number of attendees
came from neighboring towns like
Newport and Windsor, Maine
with the express purpose of seeing the bands play, a t t e s t i n g
t o T h o m a s 1 a c u m e n in
musical selection.
With regard to the event
itself, the weather cooperated
and attendees were met with a
beautiful , sunny day. Some
COOT2 leaders used the event as
an opportunity for a COOT2
reunion while others Colby students lounged on the lawn with
their friends and watched the
bands play. Families came out
with their young children and
had a p icnic next to the scenic
Kennebec River.
The festival provided plenty
to keep parents and children
alike entertained. Volunteers

Here's What's Playing Fri.
Sept. 17 through
Thurs. Sept. 23

Hill 'n the
Ville is meant
to facilitate a
long term and
ongoing
relationship
between the
college and
Waterville.

LEGENDARY
Daily at 12:30 .4:50

MAO'S LAST DANCER
Daily at 12:00 , 2:20, 4:40,
7:00
Late shows Fri & Sat at 9:10
CHRIS KASPBAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby students took advantage of the Hill 'n the Ville festival that took place this past Saturday.
Besides live performances by bands, other activities included life-sized bowling and vendors ' booths.
staffed the games which included
a huge bounce house with slides,
sumo suits, life-sized bowling and
a mechanical bull. Vendors
hawked their wares from their
booths, whether it was the
Midnight Express Food Cart
offering up fried foods of all kinds
or the Jorgensen's stand, where
you could buy freshl y squeezed
lemonade. And of course, music
surrounded you at all times.
Cook summarized the success
of this year 's event with the following anecdote: "One volunteer
told me yesterday that a mother
of one of the kids playing in the
[bounce house] came up to the
volunteer gushing about how
glad she was that students would

volunteer their time to play with
kids as she usually does not see
'people your age' giving up their
time so easily. In that small way
the volunteers showed the community, or at least one woman,
that the stereotype of Colby students as snobby, rich kids is not
accurate."
Although Hill 'n the Ville is
a day long event , it is meant to
facilitate a long term and ongoing relationship. "Hopefully
some of the stereotypes that
Waterville residents have about
Colby students, and vice-versa
are broken down ," Thomas
said. "Also, hopefully students
feel more like a part of the
community. After all, they are

going to be here for four
years... They should take the
chance to get off campus and
explore the city."
The major complaint from students seems to be that there is
"nothing to do in Waterville."
However, events like Hill 'n the
Ville, Harvest Fest, Burst the
Bubble Week, Get Up Downtown,
concerts and plays at the Opera
House and organizations like
Waterville Main Street and ColbyWaterville Alliance (CWA) show
that a network already exists
between the College and its students and the town. Waterville and
the neighboring areas provide
ample opportunities for exploration and activity.

THE AMERICAN
Daily at 12:40, 2:50, 5:00,
7:10
Also late shows Fri & Sat at
9:15

GET LOW
Daily at 2:40, 6:50
Also late shows Fri & Sat at
9:00

September 's A&E Events Calendar
SEPT. 22

SEPT. 17
Little Shop of Horrors
Runnals Theater, Tickets are $2
7:30 p.m., Midnight

SEPT. 29

i |Noontlme Art Talk: Job Loss from lmports- | NootTttiTr» Art Talk: Wln »^
Losing Grip of the Lunchbox
;';

Colby College Art Museum

SEPT 18

^^
Colby Museum Of Art

I

SEPT. 25

1
,'

|

Visiting Writers Series: William Gay

I ~

1
Robinson Room, Miller Library
maim m® usAM ® Own** Music
7 p .m .
[
Lorimer Chapel
. <mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmm
Runnals Theater, Tickets are $2
7:3© p,nru
7:30 p.m.
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Little Shop of Horrors
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The Maine way from campus to Boston & Portland!
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LV Colby College ME

12.30pm

&3:20prr\

LV Augusta ME

1:15pm

D 3:45pm

AR Portland ME

2:25pm

4:45pm

2:30pm

5:00pm

4:25pm
4:40pm

I AR Boston MA

LV Portland ME

AR Loga n Airport MA

LV Logan Airport MA

NO. 62

No.

72

12:35pm

3:3Spm

6:35pm

LV Boston MA

1:15pm

4:15pm

7:15pm

AR Portland ME

3:10pm

6:10pm

9:10pm

LV Portland ME

3:15pm

6:15pm

9:15pm

6:55pm

AR Augusta ME

4:15pm

7:35pm

10:15pm

7:10pm

AR Colby College ME

4:45pm

#0 8:05pm

H P 10:45pm

Service to Colby College operates during fall and spring semesters ONLY. & - Service to Colby College will operate FRIDAY ONLY during fall
and spring semesters, pick-up ONLY for southbound service. D - Drop off ONLY. & • Trip operates FRIDAY ONLY. 0 • Trip operates SUNDAY
ONLY. Italics indicate a bus change in Portland. * Bus stop at the main entrance of the Harold Alfond Athletic Center.
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Caye $5 on select round trip
tickets with your student ID.
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REVIEWS
ArcadeFire, Heating Up

By Dash Wasserman, Layout Editor

WWW MtlSOSGUIDE COM

Arcade Fire 's new album The Suburbs develops their
style from earlier albums with excellent results.
At nine thirty, in the smothering black heat of a Montreal
summer night, indie rock royalty Arcade Fire took the stage
at this year 's Osheaga Music
and Arts Festival. It was
packed, and it was sizzling:
swarms of gnat like insects
flocked to the overhead floodlights and buzzed in the ears of
the thousands of concertgoers
beneath them. Despite the
almost uncomfortable weather,
all was OK. Some were seeing
for the first time in person what
they had only been able to hear
up until that moment.
The Montreal-basedband has
been making a name for itself
since the release of its self-titled
EP in 2003. Since then, listeners
have traveled through the various soundscapes portrayed by
the band, which is fronted by
husband and wife duo Win
Butler and Regine Chassagne.
Funeral was imaginative,
exploratory,and inventive. Neon
Bible was dark, bold, and dramatic. The Suburbs
—released at
the beginning of this past
August—issomething different
Right off the bat, the tide
track is a smorgasbord of emotions. The beat is spry and
almost in-your-face in contrast
to the longing lyrics, "I would
rather be wrong / Than live in
the shadows of your song" and
with the irreverent conjecture,
"If the businessmen drink my
blood." Frankly this sounds like
a conflict between artistic heart
and soul—it's almost as if the
band recycled the ironic and
happy-sounding background of
Funerars"Haiti" and matched it
up with Butler's powerful vocals
from Neon Bible. No sale here,
but please forgive and forget—
there are some greattracks to be
had on this album.
Perhaps one of the most spirited songs from this album is
"We Used to Wait." Now,
here's something for Arcade
Fire classicists. Beginning with
fast-paced piano rhythm, a
drum set enters and you realize
that this is an emotional, fastpaced song about change. It's
emotional, yet it 's catchy and
refreshing. Accompanying this
track is a fantastic interactive
short film by Chris Milk, which
can be found at www.thewildernessdowntown.com.
Try it. Enter in the address

of the home where you grew
up, and watch a powerful video
that uses Google Maps to create a unique music experience
centered on you. See "We Used
to Wait" the way Arcade Fire
wants you to see it: through
your own eyes, in your very
own neighborhood (whether
that be Neighborhood #1, #2,
#3, or #4, for you Arcade Fire
diehards).
Another great song, "Modem
Man," is quirky with its reverberating electric guitar and
drum pulse, making this a truly
original departure from the
band's earlier orchestral albums.
Harmonizing
his
vocals
amongst a sound similar to a
summer surfer 's anthem,
Butler sings, "In my dream I
was almost there / Then you
pulled me aside and said
you're going nowhere." Here
is a track that has been thought
out to make a smooth and well
balanced statement about solitude and misunderstanding.
In "Rococo," the band
builds on the contrast between
soft shouts of the word
"Rococo" and the rising,
orchestral sounds in the background. The grandeur and dramatic eloquence of string
instruments gives way to a
thundering guitar that surprisingly is at home with the variety of sounds at work.
With The Suburbs, Arcade
Fire has shown listeners that
it still has the creative spirit
that got them to where they
are, yet music lovers should
know that this album has
some pop influences, and it
takes a few listens to appreciate the work as a whole.
Once you give it a try, you
are sure to find some track
that speaks to you. The variety of songs appears to be a
survey of what the band has
the potential to do.
Headlining in Montreal ,
Arcade Fire performed with
vibrancy and an artistic vigor
that few can boast at a live
act. Simply put, the quality of
their music wasn't lost when
translating their songs on
stage. Standing in the bobbing crowd, in a foreign
country, there was a communal sense of wonder that
made it worth standing and
dancing in the heat.

PHOTO BY ETHAN FARWAHENBY

ArcadeFireperforms at the Osheaga Festival in Quebec City.

<u A Tale of Two Autumnal Ales

Xi By Raleigh Werner & Austin Sutherland, Resident Beer Experts

Fearless readers , we q u a l i t i e s stem from its dle-management beer during whelming urge to rock flanwelcome you to the first ability to encapsulate the a football game on a crisp nel, sport a trucker hat and
beer review of the year. idea and feel of fall. The a u t u m n day, t h e n this start cultivating your handlePlease make sure you 're deep, amber color, coup led beer merits consideration. bar manstache. Manstache.
seated while reading this with its bready, smooth flaOur second hand-selected
All things considered, the
literary gem because you vor (with just a tang of sea- fermented beverage , Geary 's Autumn Ale mi ght be better
will , without a shadow of a sonal
sp ice),
makes Autumn Ale, is by no means suited for the deep fall ,
doubt , pass out from sheer Octoberfest worth a try, a beginner 's beer. This par- when old man winter starts
disbelief at the quality of but maybe not worth a buy. ticular ale is a full-bodied, knocking at the door and the
warm summer breezes
our writing.
have all but bid us
In the spirit of the
adieu. Geary 's earthy
i m p e n d i n g f a l l seaflavor and personality
son , A p a r t m e n t 147
makes sense consider(Raleigh Werner , Austin
ing that the brewery is
Sutherland ,
Brendan
head quartered
right
Shea , K e v i n Baier and
here in Portland, Maine.
Alex A i t o r o )
orgaBoth beers brought a
nized a cage match
unique perspective in
between a hearty pair of
embodying
the essence of
seasonal beers in an
the fall. Both succeeded
autumnal brewski batin bringing back fond
tle. We are now delivermemories of seeing the
ing you the results.
seasons change on the
Read on for a comHill, so mission accompelling
play-by-p lay
comparison of S a m u e l
p lished to both on
Adams Octoberfest and
achieving a seasonal
flavor. In terms of overGeary 's Autumn Ale.
alt
enjoyment,
Sammy Adams did all
the
group tended to prefer
ri g ht for himself with
Octoberfest , but very
this amber-hued barley
much appreciated the
pop. The group tended
WWWFUCKRCOM
heartiness
of
the
to be in favor of this
As the season changes, a number of breweries make available their f a l l brews. The
Autumn Ale.
particular cold one ,
men of Apartment 147 take you through a throwdown between Samuel Adams '
with one notable excepAs the foremost maltOctoberfest and Maine s' own Geary s' Autumn Ale. Read on for their expert opinions.
ed beverage connoisseurs
tion being Alex Aitoro ,
who after thirty seconds
in six of the seven contiof silent contemp lation can- For the price tag, (around smoky seasonal that will nents (excluding Antarctica),
didly
surmised ,
"No. " S8.50 for a six p a c k ) , it is definitely add some hairs to we urge you to get in there
Thanks for the input.
t o u g h to j u s t i f y d r o p p i n g your chest (seriousl y, we and put both brews to the test.
A more in-depth discus- o v e r a W a s h i n g t o n per counted; Austin has one Go sample some sensational
sion led us to conclude b o t t l e . But if you 're look- now). After your first sip, seasonal suds. Apartment 147,
that the beer 's enjoyable ing to enjoy a nicer, mid- you 'll start feeling an over- signing off.

s Eat , Pray, Love is blase fare
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By Qainat Khan, Arts & Entertainment Editor

This is a totall y satisfy- (Javier Bardem looking as vulnerable. Comp lexity, it actual situation , struggles or
ing movie if you just want foxy as ever) at a bar.
isn 't much to ask for in feelings of vulnerability or
As far as filmmaking goes, female characters , but you sadness.
to be lulled by beautiful
I do think though , that the
vistas , delicious Italian this movie is not ground- rarely find it. And Roberts, to
food and Julia RobeTts. Or breaking or memorable, but her credit , gives a wonderful film is disingenuous because
it frames itself as the story of
if you want to imagine a it isn 't bad either. It follows performance.
She remains glowing and a woman looking to find herlife that is so cushy and many
conventions
of
privileged that you can Holl ywood romances/self- spunky, as you expect any self apart from a man while
discovery/road films. There character Julia Roberts p lays centering the climactic quessolve your problems by
traveling and finding the are the beautiful locations. to be, but she can come off as tion of fulfillment and happiness
around
the
man of your dreams
relationship between
(tall , dark and handLiz and Felipe , (as
some, of course) in
if that is the only
some exotic locale.
way she can be fulBased on the best
filled). And while
selling memoir by
this may be true for
Elizabeth Gilbert , Eat
many people (which
Pray Love tells the
is fine and I think
story of a well-to-do
can be beautiful) it
woman 's journey of
closes off the possiself-discovery after
bilities
of
other
her divorce. Having
kinds of love or
realized that she has
human relationships
either been getting
based on deep and
with a man or leaving
profound affection as
a man for most of her
fulfilling b y themlife, she decides to
selves. We return to
take a year off to pay
the same coup led ,
attention to herself
phallocentric econoand rediscover hermy of affection and
self as an individual
love as the only posrather than in relation
sibility of female
to a man.
fulfillment.
She goes to three
You mig ht site the
different countries
WWW CELEBRIfWONDER COM
story of Wayans as
to pursue each of the Julia Roberts plays the independent yet vulnerable Liz Gilbert as she makes
locations
on
a
journey
of
self-discovery.
the
film 's
more
activities in the title: her way through scenic geographic
humanistic approach
Ital y to eat , India to Although the movie is fairlyforgettable, it is nonetheless satisfying entertainment.
to love , but it felt
pray and Indonesia
completely tacked
to love. In each
p lace we follow Liz on her There is the weak man Liz beaten , worn and sad as well , on and h o l l o w to me. It
adventures and meet the just divorced acting as the all the w h i l e m a i n t a i n i n g seemed like an empty apolofoil to the s t r a p p i n g god her radiance. Her unflappa- gy for having spent so much
peop le who hel p her along
the path to self-discovery.
t h a t is Bardem 's charac- bility does not undercut the energy on the Felipe/Liz
In Ital y she meets a ter. There is the old man story or the character 's romance.
1 did not i m m e d i a t e l y
Swedish woman who has imparting w i s d o m in the development at all. It simp ly
start t h i n k i n g about these
of
Richard
makes it hard to dislike Liz.
similar reasons for travel- c h a r a c t e r
my
snarky questions or critiques after
Desp ite
ing. In India she meets a Jenkins. Althoug h the writremarks at the beginning of w a t c h i n g Eat Pray Love.
ing and the character are
curmudgeonly
Texan
(Richard
Jenkins)
who pretty hackneyed, J e n k i n s is this article about the charac- All I really wanted to do
beneath his rough exterior is a wonderful actor and does ter 's class privilege (and was stuff my face , travel
the best he can with what he general privilege) I do not and find my k n i g h t . And
as soft as clouds and down
think the theme—the idea of maybe that is all the movie
has been given.
comforters. In Bali she
gives herself over to a
I do commend the movie losing sight of oneself and sets out to do. If you take it
though, for featuring a strong needing to find oneself—is at that , it feels like a delishaman to gain wisdom and
by some serendipitous cir- woman as its lead , who can trivial at all. And I do not cious Neapolitan p izza. It
cumstance, meets Felipe be simultaneously sharp and mean to trivialize Gilbert 's hits the spot.
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Field hockey falls I Hole-in-one for Mules
nities, the final score does notreflect
the persistent fortitude of the Colby
defense led by Hali Castleman '11,
The Colby field hockey team Sarah Falkof '12, Kelly Roth '12,
opened the season with a 5-1 loss and CarolineChessare' 13. Co-capagainst a tough NESCAC oppo- tain Liz Fontaine ' 11 finished with
nent, the Trinity College Bantams, 11 saves in goal for Colby.
who finished last year's regular
Though the Mules returned to
season first in the league and Watervillewith a loss, they remain
hosted the NESCAC tournament. confident in the compatibility of
Colby left wing Olivia Lattanzi the team members and will look to
Ml opened the scoring with an rely on a team-oriented style of
unassisted breakaway goal early play to earn them success in the
in the first half, giving the Mules a future. Head Coach Amy
1-0 lead. Midfielders Lucy Gerrity Bernatchez noted the positive
' 13, Meryl Poulin ' 11 and Hannah "team chemistry and ball moveO'Brien '12 dominated midfield ment" of the Mules as two imporplay for most of the first half but tant aspects of the Trinity game
could not hold off an aggressive that they will carry into their next
Trinity attack. The Bantams re- match. In addition, she says, "I am
sponded with two quick goals on very pleased with the senior leadpenalty comer shots, giving them ership. They've really set the bar
a one-goal advantage going into high for the season."
the second half.
Colby's home opener will take
The start of the second half was place under the lights Wednesday,
marked by a tenacious offensive ef- September 15 at 7 p.m. on the
fort by Colby's Courtney Erskine Bill Alfond field vs. non-league
*13, Caitlyn Lancaster '12 and co- opponent Husson University. The
captain Heather Quadir '11, who led Mules are prepared for a repeat of
the team with five shots for the last year's performance against
Mules. Despite several scoring the Eagles—a 1-0 victory for
chances, the Colby offense failed to Colby. According to Bernatchez,
convert where the Bantam offense Colby will look to "build up some
did, resultingin threemore goals for confidence on the attacking end."
Trinity during the second half. She concludes, "Overall, for ten
Though the Bantams were able to days into the season, I think we're
capitalize on five offensive opportu- in a very good place."
E^KATHERINEMCCARRICK
STAFF WRITER

By ADELE PRIESTLEY
STAFF WRITER

The Colby Mules kicked off the
golf season with an impressive
start this weekend: two consecutive wins and a hole-in-one.
On Saturday, the golf team
played at the
Colby Invitational
in a five-man
scramble format
(the best out of
the five shots is
selected,
with
each player on a
team
shooting
from that spot).
The
Colby
White Team, consisting of Billy Pettengill 'U , Harry
Smith'12, Thomas
Lampert * 12, Tripp
Hubert '13, and
Taggert Martin ' 13,
won with a score of
14 under par.
They were followed closely by
the Colby Blue
Team—Nathan
Ellis '14, Pete
Gabranski '13, Sanjay Bahl '12,
Sam Kim '14, and Alex Hymanson '12— who took second place
with a 13 under par.
The University of Maine at

Farmington finished third (11
under par), Maine Maritime Academy fourth (seven under par) and
the University of Maine at Presque
Isle fifth (four under par).
Day Two, the Colby Classic , featured six holes of Best
Ball (each player plays his
own ball , lowest
score counts),
six holes of
Scramble, and
six holes of Alternate Shot (two
players
alternatel y
hitting
one ball) to get a
total team score.
With the addition of Hymanson , the White
Team won with
the low score of
223. UMF was
four strokes behind in second
place, and St.
Joseph's was third
with a 228.
The Colby Blue
Team, including
Steve Carroll '14
and Peter Jones
'13, finished fourth with a team
score of 238.
The Colby Classic was an exciting match for Carroll, who
started off his college golf career
with a hole-in-one (an acc)on the
228 yard, downhill par-three thirteenth hole.
Carroll would later state that
"an ace is the kind of thing that
makes you remember why you
put up with the frustration of
the game."
Coach Jim Tortorella has high
hopes for his team. "Golf is a
tough sport because the season
starts quickly, and it ends
quickly," he said. "You never
know how the summer went. But
these boys all came back ready
for the season with a high level
of competitiveness."
The Mules will compete in
the Maine State Tournament
on September 24 (location
TBD) and the Sid Farr Invitational on September 26 at
home at noon.
Colby fans are welcome to
come and cheer the golf team to
its next victory.
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Billy Pettengill '11 tees off during the Colby Invitational on Saturday, September 11.

Men 's soccer looks strong against Trin ity
From SOCCER, Page 14

_

Jayde Bennett '13
SPORT:
Soccer
POSITION:
Goalkeeper

RLE PHOTO

Colby men s' soccer started their season off on a high note with a 1-0 win over Trinity College.
Trinity game, the two first years
that traveled, Chris Pratt ' 14 and
Nate Tomlin '14, saw significant
minutes at midfield.
The team looks to be on track
so far, and coach Serjenian believes the team "has shown a dedication to excellence and getting
better each day in the early season." Desmond added , "We know
we have the talent , work ethic ,
and focus to do some big things
this year and are looking forward
to a special season." Seiberling
continued the stream of positive
outpourings but kept in mind that
the team had onl y played one
game so far. "The win on the road
against Trinity was the first step

in validating our preparation during the off-season and proving to
ourselves and the league that we
have changed the culture of Colby
Men's Soccer. We accomplished
our first goal of the season (beating Trinity), yet we are by no
means satisfied. No matter the opponent , our next game is our only
focus moving forward. Maine
Maritime Academy (MMA) will
be in for it this Wednesday."
The midweek game against
MMA is the first of two home
games for the Mules this week.
On Saturday, the Mules will host
Wesleyan at 1:30 p.m. It will be
the place to be on Saturday. Prepare and be there.
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Consecutive shutouts

Lynn, MA
WHY: Bennett, who missed her entire first-year soccer
season due to injury, was outstanding in her collegiate
debut on September 1
1
. Bennett shut out the Trinity
College Bantams and made 18 saves in the process.
On September 14, Bennett made five stops in a 1-0 victory over the University of New England. Thanks to her
performance on Saturday, Bennett was named the
NESCAC Women's Soccer Co-Player of the Week.

Crunchingthe numbers

1
: Score by first-year Steve Carroll on the thirteenth hole at the Waterville Country Club during
the Colby Classic on Saturday.
6: Years since Trinity women's soccer has scored a
goal vs. Colby women's soccer. Colby has gone 30-3 against Trinity since 2004.
23: Consecutive saves made by Colby women's
soccer goalkeeper Jayde Bennett to begin her collegiate career.

STANDINGS

"This win was a total team effort.
Our entirecoaching staff and all 27
guys on our roster played a part in
the victory."
The season looks bright for the
men's soccer team. After graduating a senior class, the incoming
first-years, as well as some key returners, have some gaping holes to
fill. Most notable among those
holes is the goalkeeper position ,
since both goalies that played last
year were lost to graduation. Ben
Joslin *12 and Gardiner look to
share time in net. Coach Serjenian
seems happy with the incoming
class, which has a strong presence
on the team (nine of the 27 spots
filled by first-years). During the

_ . _ .

Golf is a
tough sport
because the
season starts
quickly and it
ends quickly.
You never
know how the
summer
went. But
these boys all
came back
ready for the
season.

MEN'S GOLF WINS TWO TOURNAMENTS AT HOME

until I thumped that goal."
The lone goal was all Colby
needed to come out victorious.
After scoring, the team "made a
commitment to team defense and
were impenetrable in the final
minutes," Coach Serjenian said.
Desmond, who anchors the Mule
defense, again took the spotlight
off himself and credited his teammates for the shutout. "Cory Hendrickson *12 , Nick Nowak '13,
and Matt Boyes-Watson ' 12 led a
defense that allowed only one real
scoring chance all game." Moving up from the defense, Seiberling had positive words for his
midfielders and forwards. "Compared to last year, we retained
more possession of the ball thanks
to our starting center midfielders
(Matt) Vivero ' 11 and (Andrew)
Meisel '13, who controlled the
flow of play and launched our attack. The flank midfielders , Petey
Randall '12, Peter Williams '11 ,
and Jeremy Lachtrupp '12, remained diligent in their roles defensively while jump-starting
many offensive attacks. Forward
Nick Aubin proved dynamic by
creating several scoring opportunities along with his ever-dangerous long throw-in."
He continued by stating that it
was "a good first game and the
team realizes there's still a winding road ahead of us." Luckily, the
team is guided by "wonderful captains in Desmond and Seiberling,"
said the head coach in a post game
interview. After the game,
Desmond was quick to congratulate the whole team on its victory.
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First place
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The Colby men's soccer team
boldly opened their brand new
season on Saturday with a 1-0 victory over the Bantams of Trinity
College in a New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) match. The win propels the Mules (1-0-0) into a tie for
first place in the NESCAC and
keeps the hope for an undefeated
season alive.
Saturday's game had an early
11 a.m. start, allowing for a triumphant return to campus. Last
year, Colby lost their home
opener to the Bantams 1-0 on a
goal by Samuel Wisner, known to
many at Colby as Boston rapper
Sammy Adams. Captain Ben
Desmond ' 11 still has no love for
Wisner and stayed true to his
promise to shut out Trinity, or else
"heads will roll."
The match opened up with a lot
of coast to coast play but lacked
the north-south play that characterized the second half. The Bantams, who.are ranked ninth in
New England, kept the pressure
on for most of the game, as shown
by their 14-7 shot advantage.
However, goalkeeper John Gardiner '12 saved the four shots that

The win on
the road
against Trinity was the
first step in
validating our
preparation
during the offseason.
did make it on goal and earned his
first career shutout. The first half
passed without too many great
scoring opportunities with the exception of a near goal by Nick
Aubin '13. Aubin slipped into the
box unnoticed and delivered a shot
that forced the Bantam goalie to
make a diving save. The ball rebounded off his gloves, but the
second shot was a bit sloppy and
missed far post.
However, this all changed after
head coach Mark Serjanian and
the team's two new assistant
coaches, Justin Domingos and
Peter Ostergaard, took their team
into halftime. Over some oranges
and Gatorade , Colby's staff
pumped up the Mules and brought
out the team we all know and love
in the second half. In just the second minute of the second half,
Captain Nate Seiberling '11
creamed a shot over the goalie 's
shoulder into the back of the net to
put Colby ahead. Assisting on the
play was Aubin, whose through
ball found the feet of Seiberling on
his penetrating run. Desmond had
high praise for his fellow captain.
"Nate showed why he's one of the
best forwards in the league with a
superb finish on a breakaway."
Seiberling added that the Bantam
keeper had been "driving me crazy
See SOCCER, Page 13
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Heather Arvidson '11 spikes a ball in Colby 's win over the University of Maine at Farmington on Saturday, September 11.
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

The Colby College women's
volleyball team started off the season with a bang with three convincing wins in as many matches.
The team managed to beat each of
its first three opponents without
dropping a single set.
The season began on Friday
night against the University of
Southern Maine, and Colby
quickly showed that they were
more than up for the competition.
Wmning with scores of 25-10, 2516, and 25-14 the Mules had little
trouble handling anything USM
threw at thern.
There were' strong performances
across the board, as both veterans
and rookies made major contributions to the win. Returners Emily
\_mi' 13, HeatherArvidson'11, and
CaitlinBurchill '12 each finished the
match with nine kills. Vami also
added 12 defensive digs and five
service acesto her stat sheet

The first-years on the team
also made a major impact on the
court. El lie Linden '14 and Kate
Pleasants ' 14 started off their collegiate careers in impressive
fashion. Linden
finished
the
match with 11
assists and six
while
digs,
Pleasants
notched IS assists and three
aces. Friday's
match took on
double importance as it allowed the team
to rack up the
all-important
first win of the
season while also upping their
confidence and energy for the
rest of the tournament.
Saturday, the Mules faced Husson in the morning and the University of Maine at Farmington* in
the afternoon. Once again Colby

clearly demonstrated their advantage beating Husson in straight
sets with scores of 25-16, 25-8,
and 25-19. Pleasants had another
great match, recording 24 assists.
while classmate
Lily KramlichTaylor ' 14 made
an
impact,
recording six
kills and six
aces. Arvidson
recorded another eight kills,
while Vami and
ClaireReich'll
anchored the
defense with 10
digs apiece.
The afternoon was more
of the same for the Mules as they
beat UMF with a score of 25-13,
25-17, and 25-12. Once again, the
stat sheet reflected the depth of the
Colby squad. Kramlich-Taylor
played a major role in the series of
shutouts racking up 10 kills, while

Our two firstyear setters
really did a
nice job with
the limited
practice time
we had before
these matches.

Arvidson had seven kills and
Burchill and Varni recorded six
kills each. Pleasants turned in another impressive performance with
19 assists, six digs and three aces.
With such a strong start to the
season, Coach Candice Parent had
a lot to be proud of, not least the
impressive performances of her
key first-year starters. "Our two
first-year setters (Pleasants and
Linden) really did a nice job with
the limited practice time we had
before these matches," Parent said.
"For their first collegiate matches,
they were really strong."
The team travels to Bates on
Wednesday, September 15 for
their first New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) match and then hosts
the NESCAC weekend tournament, during which they will play
against Bowdoin and Tufts. With
these tough matches looming, the
confidence boost gained from the
team's strong play this weekend
could prove to be crucial.

Women ' s soccer shuts out Trinity
Continues sixyear run of
shutouts vs.
Bantams
By ELLEN WILBUR
STAFF WRITER
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Colby College women's soccer opened the season on Saturday, September 11 with a
shutout against Trinity College
in Hartford, CT.
The Mules and the Bantams
have a history of scoreless games.
Colby stands 3-0-3 against Trinity
over the last six years and, in an
impressive feat, has not been
scored against since the 63:30
minute mark in the 2004 season.
Following an injury that kept
her out of soccer last season,
Colby's Jayde Bennett '13 returned to goal in an outstanding
collegiate debut, stopping 18 of the
25 shots made by the Bantams.
Lilly Pepper ' 13 and Emily Weedon ' 11 made the rest of the saves
in goal to stifle Trinity.
On the offensive side, Sam
Merriweather ' 12, Alex Yorke * 14,
and Julia Blumenstyk '14 all took
three attempts on goal. While Trin-

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Co-captain midfielder Mart Crommell '11 dribbles by a p layer. Colby started the season with a 0-0 tie.
ity had the advantage in shots on
goal (outshooting Colby 25-14)
the Mules kept pressure on the ball
and had more opportunities for
comer kicks.
Following the game, Coach
Holsten was "pleased with the start
to the season. The team played
through some adversity with the
change in field, change in game

time, the bus breaking down, and
the high temperature. I was proud
of how focused the team was on
the things they were in control of
on Saturday."
The 2010 season is off to a good
start for the Mules who, with nine
first-year players, many skilled returning upperclassmen and cocaptains Su-Lin Dei Guercio ' 11

and Mari Crommett '11 , look to
make a New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) playoff bid for the
third year in a row.
Colby women's soccer opens
up a home stand with a game on
Tuesday, September 14 against
University of New England.

As the cooler temperatures indicate, fall at Colby is right around
the corner. For most, this means
heading back to school, resuming
classes and tackling daunting
stacks of reading.
But with hard work also comes
play, something that the Colby
College football team takes very
seriously.
Led by Coach Ed Mestieri and
captains Matt Hellinger '11, Nick
Steele ' 11 and Ryan Murphy '11,
the Mules are eager to begin
league play. Mestieri is optimistic
about the season. "The entire
team has worked tremendously
hard. We have a veteran group
and are hoping to gain momentum
through the season." He states that
his expectations of the team are
"always high, but justifiably so.
The team has good chemistry; it's
a good makeup. We established
ourselves as a team that can compete within our league for a New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) or ColbyBates-Bowdoin (CBB) title. Either of those would be. a
tremendous source of pride."
Players share Mestieri's positive outlook on the season. "1
think we have a very good team
this year. Our offense really didn't
get rolling until the second half of
the season last year, and I think we
can continue to build on that success and carry it over for the 2010
season," Steele stated.
Quarterback Nick Kmetz ' 12 is
equally excited for what the 2010
season will bring. "We feel like
we have a good mix of talent and
experience and are really excited
for the season to get underway. We
have been talking, thinking, and
preparing for this season for a long
time and it feels good for it to finally be here."
On September 25, the Mules
will travel to Trinity College in
Hartford, CT for the 2010 season
opener. Notoriously tough opponents, the Trinity Bantams have
maintained a 35-game winning
streak at home.
Steele is looking forward to
the challenge that the Bantams
pose. "I really like our chances
against a team like Trinity, as
they have been quite successful
in the past and I don 't think they
will know what hit them once
September 25 rolls around." The
Mules will play the Middlebury
Panthers in their home opener on
October 2.
The College will provide fan
buses for students interested in
supporting the Mules at away
games. More information on the
buses will be available in the
coming weeks.
For those unable to attend
games, First Team Broadcasting—
the link to which can be found on
the Colby Athletics page—will
stream live webcasts of the action.
Fans are sure to be impressed
by the Mules' performance, something that Steele affirms. "I think
we are going to surprise a lot of
teams in the NESCAC this year.
Only the guys on the team understand what we are capable of. The
possibilities are endless; we have
a ton of talent and a bunch of hardworking guys. Our goals are set,
and we don't plan on letting anything get in the way of [them]."

